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What are the three different 

categories of truckmounts and what 

are the related advantages and 

disadvantages of each?



There are 3 types of truckmounts
1) Direct Drive (sometimes referred to as clutch drive or PTO)

2) Slide-In Units

3) Mobile Truckmounts

Enabling the success of the cleaning and restoration contractor through innovative design, 

quality construction, reliable performance, and unparalleled support



There are 3 types of truckmounts
1) Direct Drive (sometimes referred to as 

clutch drive or PTO)
• Direct drive units are powered by the engine of the host vehicle and 

are known for their simplicity, ease of operation and training, 
reduced downtime, and long-term reliability. They provide for a 
more safe, secure, and quieter operation as they can be operated 
with the van doors closed. Their incredibly small footprint in the van 
leaves you more room to haul all your other gear. 

• Direct drive truckmounts tend to have a higher resale value when 
the time comes for you to replace them. 

• Perhaps most importantly HydraMaster is the leading manufacturer 
and seller of direct drive truckmounts in the world. We have been 
making them longer and understand them better than anyone.



There are 3 types of truckmounts
2) Slide-in Truckmounts
• Slide-in truckmounts get their power from a self-contained air cooled 

or water-cooled engine.
• They basically “slide” into the back of a van, box truck, or trailer. 

They range from entry level machines to multi-wand powerhouses. 
• They have a wider range of choices in horsepower, vacuum size, and 

versatility in the vehicle you mount them into. 
• They are generally less expensive to get into than a direct drive 

truckmount and can more easily be paired with used vans or 
vehicles. 

• As your business grows and changes, if you change or upgrade your 
vehicle, a slide-in can be removed and re-installed much easier and 
for less cost than a direct drive truckmount. 

• HydraMaster was one of the original inventors of truckmounts, and
has been manufacturing slide-in truckmounts since 1971. 
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There are 3 types of truckmounts
3) Mobile Truckmounts
• The TMTG does not require the contractor or facility to permanently 

tie up a vehicle. The unit is simply forklifted into the transport 
vehicle for delivery to the job site, or shipped by container or crate 
to the worksite. 

• The complete self-contained, turn-key system can be transported via 
flatbed or pick-up truck, van, trailer, or even an industrial cart. The 
complete system includes: a wastewater recovery tank; high 
capacity automatic wastewater disposal system (for pumping 
wastewater to an on-location sanitary sewage access point); fuel 
tank; vacuum and solution hoses mounted on a high capacity hose 
reel; and a cleaning and extraction wand. 

• A mobile platform is ideal for restoration companies who don’t want 
to tie-up a work vehicle at a large job site and for facility managers 
at university and corporate campuses and resorts who need to 
move a truckmount from location to location.



Questions to ask to help the customer choose the right 

truckmount for their business
• Do you do mostly commercial or residential cleaning, or a mix? Night, day, or 

both?

• How much hose do you use on your average job? 150’, 250’, more?

• How “mechanical” are you?

• What else will you need to carry in your van?

• Do you do dual wand cleaning on a regular basis?

• Are you going to run the machine yourself or count mainly on technicians 

that work for you?

• How far are you from your local HydraMaster distributor and authorized 

service center?

Watch this video: https://youtu.be/ihzCOPxYXBg

https://youtu.be/ihzCOPxYXBg




HydraMaster warranty service 

is rated #1 by distributor 

mechanics!

We’ve Got 

Your Back!

What do we mean when we say 

HydraMaster has “your back” when 

it comes to truckmounts?



What do we mean by HydraMaster has “your back” when it comes to 

truckmounts?

We call it the HydraMaster Hassle-Free “Ownership Experience”

• HydraMaster is the industry leader in manufacturing truckmount 

cleaning systems, accessories and chemicals. For almost 5 decades, 

HydraMaster has stood behind its products 100%. 

• There is nothing limited about our support when it comes to supporting 

HydraMaster equipment owners. While some manufacturers tout the 

length of their warranties, if you read the fine print, you will see it is a 

“limited’ warranty. 

• HydraMaster provides a two or three year (depending upon the model 

of truckmount) comprehensive warranty. Think of it more like a “bumper 

to bumper” warranty than a “limited” warranty. 



What do we mean by HydraMaster has “your back” when it comes to 

truckmounts?

We call it the HydraMaster Hassle-Free “Ownership Experience”

• Hassle-Free Warranty Service means that on the rare occasion that 

something does go wrong outside of regular maintenance, your local 

HydraMaster distributor and HydraMaster combine to provide you with 

hassle-free warranty support. Understanding how the blower 

warranties actually work is important.

• In fact, Distributor mechanics consistently rate HydraMaster 

Truckmounts #1 when it comes to hassle free warranty service and 

support. When there is an issue, we work hard to get you up and 

running and keep you running.



What do we mean by HydraMaster has “your back” when it comes to 

truckmounts?

We call it the HydraMaster Hassle-Free “Ownership Experience”

Some other ways we make the Ownership Experience Hassle Free:

• 7/24/365 Internet Technical Support and Advice

• Manuals at our website

• Youtube library

• HydraMaster University

• HydraMaster Truckmount Troubleshooting Smartphone App 

• HydraMaster reliability, durability, and dependability

• Uncompromising Performance.

• Phone Technical Support

· Join the HydraMaster Owner’s Group on Facebook

Watch this video: https://youtu.be/fDHtQLsTPcc

https://youtu.be/fDHtQLsTPcc




5 Key Differentiators  - Truckmounts

1. 10 degrees hotter on each machine and HydraMaster truckmounts hold 

and maintain their heat better

2. HydraMaster truckmounts have better control over heat. Sapphire 

Scientific/Prochem machines only have three settings and bypass more 

water

3. Sapphire Scientific/Prochem claim higher performance on CFM and 

vacuum… but at what expense?

4. Longevity – HydraMaster has a 48 year proven track record

5. HydraMaster has a real warranty. We stand behind what we sell.

vs.



Other Truckmount Manufacturers

http://acceleratedtruckmounts.com/index.html


A short review of a long history at HydraMaster





• So you guys are always wanting to talk truckmount “techno-weenie, 

gearhead” talk with us, and we are always trying to point you back to 

what it means when it comes to making money…
• Vacuum and CFM – Are you having issues with drying time? Really?

• Temperature – are you selling the benefits of the sanitizing levels your 

truckmount can maintain?

• Dual wand cleaning – when was the last time you did this? Have you 

really thought this through?



Definition of Testing 

• Take measurements to check the quality, performance, or reliability, 

especially before putting it into widespread use or practice

• A particular process or method for trying or assessing

• Judge or measure by means of an examination



What are we Testing?

Performance Testing – Temperature, Pressure, Vacuum, Vibration, 

Noise

Endurance Testing – System reliability, Component Reliability, 

Accelerated Life, Beta programs

Comparative Testing – Competitive Equipment Analysis, Component 

Selection

Input Testing – Data for FEA Software (Finite Element Analysis), 

Feasibility Testing – New Product Development,  New Technology, 

Supplier Qualification 

Production Testing – Final Assembly Verification 



Temperature Performance Testing

One of the main factors in machine performance is solution 

temperature.   To determine the equivalent effectiveness of any system 

the input and output variables must be precisely controlled.  Vacuum 

Pressure Hg, Solution Flow Volume, Ambient, and Inlet Water Temp.  

Controlling your environment is Key!

Due a variety of internal differences in equipment;  plumbing, 

component variation, heat exchange design, and other nuisances it 

easy to misinterpret performance if done incorrectly



Example of Temperature Performance Testing

Vacuum @ 12”Hg Vacuum………….Vacuum Gauge +/- 0.10 Resolution

1.25 GPM (Simulates #6 Jet @ 300 PSI)………..Measured Container/Weight

Ambient @ 100 F………………………….….Environmentally controlled

Inlet Water @ 70 F………………….Heated inlet water with Mixing Valve

Multimode Timer (10of/10off,20on/10off,Cont,NoFlow)..............Precision Timer 

Changing anyone one of these factors by 5-10% can increase or decrease the 

temperature output by 5 degrees F or more.

This protocol evaluates the system rather than the environment by reducing as 

much variability as possible.  We also use all our own test equipment rather 

than rely on the machine instrumentation, these gauges typically have a much 

lower tolerance range.

With this setup any machine or system can be tested with a level of 

accuracy and consistency to be compared to another tested in this way.





This is a plot of carpet cleaning approximating 

a standard cycle.  As you can see the volatility 

in an actual cleaning situation



Air Flow Performance Testing

Another significant factor machine performance is blower CFM.  

Depending of the purpose there are many different ways to conduct 

such testing.  The quality of the instrumentation again is critical, many 

blowers are capable easily exceeding the abilities of many low cost

measuring devices. 

Many of these air flow test are to understand the value of hose lengths, 

hose diameter, tool design, machine efficiency and so on.  Other testing 

that validates air flow is water recovery.



Example of CFM Testing

Many of the tests that we have and can record requires very specific 

instrumentation and methods:

Hot wire Anemometer

Inline Flow Sensors

Inline Flow Meters

Water Recovery

Vane Anemometer

5009                                                    4007

5009

4007



Endurance Testing

This is also referred to as “Accelerated Life Testing”.  The design of this 

test is to take real world operating conditions and accelerate them.  The 

information from this condensed test allows for a better understanding 

of how the machine may fair over several years in the field.  

This is typically conducted over several months 24/7 to achieve a run 

time of 1500 hours.

Ideally we are trying to simulated the worst modes at a highest 

greatest possible frequency to highlight any potential issues in a 

design



Example of Endurance Testing

As an example; we have cycled the vacuum on and off several times in one 

minute to simulate the same amount cycles that would occur of several days.

Vacuum - 12cycle/min (3 sec On/2 sec Off)

Total Hours Run – 1500

Average Run Time/Day – 23 Hour

Total Calendar time to Achieve Hours – 65 Days

Total Vacuum Cycles – 1 Million

We are able to achieve a large amount of cycles in the shortest amount 

time possible to simulate some of the worst measured conditions we’ve 

found on gasoline engines.
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Comparative Testing

We typically measure two similar machines or components to 

determine the characteristic of each one.  When comparing machines 

that have different heating systems, components, plumbing and so on 

needs to be evaluated as a complete system.  Our performance testing 

protocol manages those differences to give all systems a fair 

evaluation. Other factors that are tested.  Horsepower capacity, 

Ambient Temperatures, noise, vibration, BP / Air to Fuel ratio, CFM 

Careful detail to vacuum lift, flow rate, and ambient temperatures 

is paramount to trust your data.  Slight changes in each of these 

parameters can have a large affect, many times multiple runs are 

required
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Comparative Testing Results

When everything is said and done this information is important to tell us 

where we good at things and where we need to improve.  There are 

many manufacturers and component suppliers out there that know 

what they’re doing.  The more informed we are the better we can 

respond to trends in the carpet cleaning industry



Input Testing

Once a project has kicked off it is important to understand what the 

components are capable of and how they will interact with it’s

environment.  With data provided in this testing we can utilize software 

such as Finite Element Analysis to map out vibration and stresses in 

multiple iterations before building prototypes.

Better understanding of these characteristics can allow you to 

review ten times the amount of configurations than conventional 

means.



Example of Input Testing

Many of the testing that we have and can record requires very specific 

instrumentation

Load Cell…………………..Force

Strain Gauge………………Strain

Accelerometer………....Vibration
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Result of Input Testing

Before committing to a design we can determine the best geometry 

for a given frame, bracket, or mold to have its highest rate of success.



Beta Testing

The purpose of the Beta field test is to gain real world feedback.  The 

Field Test unit is a highly refined machine called  a “Beta”.  This 

machine will reflect exactly what will be built in production.  The 

machine as a whole will be subjected to elements and factors that 

cannot be tested in a contained environment.  This is the final major 

test that will be performed prior to production release.   Depending on 

the size of the project this phase could take 3-6 months.  

The beta test output can result in changes to the design of the 

machine as well as the targeted release in the project. 

Users are chosen based on availability.  The overall hours per day is 

important, ideally on average 300 to 400 hours is achievable in a 3 

month period.  Job variety and continuous running modes are required 

to verify all potential operating requirements.



Summary of Advantages

• It has all the power and performance you need without overkill. The 23HP Briggs & Stratton Vanguard Engine provides you 

with more horsepower than most machines in its class – 12% more power which will allow your machine to operate better 

at elevated conditions and under maximum load conditions. This also extends the life of the engine. 

• Control is a key also – the TITAN 425 allows you to choose the exact cleaning solution temperature you want rather than 

just a pre-determined setting. 

• Simplicity reigns supreme, starting with the fact that the proven coupling system open configuration allows for excellent air

circulation, while the competition’s belt driven system requires a belt cooling fan, adding one more layer of complexity. 

• The TITAN 425 is equipped with a waterbox drain valve which makes the machine easier to freeze guard, descale and 

service. With the competition’s machine the water box has to be drained by running the machine. 

• Plus because the TITAN 425 is 150 to 200# lighter than the competition, you will get improved gas mileage from your van 

and less wear on vehicle components.

• The TITAN 425 is easier to maintain too. It is designed around the HydraMaster “Arms-Length” philosophy of accessibility. 

The TITAN 425 blower drive system can be easily serviced in less than an hour with easily accessibility to the drive 

system. Blower oil drain hoses make changing your blower oil easier to do, and with less mess. The competition uses 

plugs that are hard to get to. Magnetic panels allow for quick and easy access to all components.

• The patented heat control system with the ADC Control Diverter manages heat for more consistent temperature delivery 

and far less water dumping. In fact, in comparison testing, the TITAN 425 maintains a 5-10° Fahrenheit temperature 

advantage versus the competition in a continuous flow mode for hard surface cleaning and pressure washing. 

• The Opti-Air Flow System reduces noise resulting in a quieter machine. The compact footprint maximizes the van space 

creating greater cubic feet for your gear and without being too “top-heavy” like some machines. 

• Finally, the helical gear splash lube tri-lobe blower produces 350+ CFM resulting in faster drying carpets and floors and 

better water extraction.

HydraMaster TITAN 

425

Vs.

Sapphire 370



TITAN 

425



HydraMaster “Standard” testing is an internal evaluation testing not made for public use.  This test 

standard was created in 2000 to reduce the variables that has any influence on the machines ability to 

heat water.  The parameters that are used are:

Vacuum @ 12”Hg Vacuum

Volume set based on the size wand that is used for the machine:

1.00 GPM (Simulates #4 Jet @ 300 PSI)

1.25 GPM (Simulates #6 Jet @ 300 PSI)

1.50 GPM (Simulates #8 Jet @ 300 PSI)

Ambient @ 100 F

Inlet Water @ 70 F

This protocol evaluates the system rather than the environment or conditions such as referencing 

flowrate from pressure.  We also use all our own test equipment rather than rely on the gauges on the 

machine.  These gauges are all unreliable when performing this test. 

Standardized Performance Testing

This test is done to see how the performance of each machine matches up when set at equivalent 

maximum conditions even if it goes beyond the maximum of one machine.

Maximum Equivalency Performance Testing



TITAN 

425















• Simple single output controller reliably used for over 19 years.  Technology 
pioneered by HydraMaster and copied by other manufacturers.

• Smoother delivery of temperature, less heat spikes or low temperature lulls.

• Specifically design and size the heat exchangers to start at the minimum required 
system back pressure.

• Less wasted water back to the recovery tank with the full diverter temperature 
control

• Heat exchanger reliability: whenever the heat is not required, engine exhaust is 
bypassed.  Only blower exhaust is contacting the internal components.  First two 
rows being copper to increase the exhaust temperature rating.



Divert exhaust to control water 
temperature.  Smoother deliver of 
temperature, less heat spikes or 
low temperature lulls. Excellent heat exchanger 

reliability, when ever the heat is 
not required engine exhaust is 
bypassed.  Only blower exhaust is 
contacting the internal 
components

Open high air flow 7 Fins Per 
Inch heat exchanger.  Starts at 
the minimum required system 
back pressure of 15” H2O

• Single circuit copper HX – Most efficient heat transfer

• First two rows of fins will be copper to withstand plenum temps, the 

remainder be aluminum



• Non Re-circulating system – No Orifice – no wasted dumping water

• Single circuit HX – Efficient heat transfer

• First two rows of fins will be copper to withstand plenum temps, the remainder be 

aluminum

Side flange mount 
for quick removal

Full Exhaust 
Diverter System, 
blower and 
engine exhaust

Easy to access RTD 
located on the side 
of the HX

9 FPI with a large 10” x 
10” cross section. Starts 
at the minimum 
required system back 
pressure of 15” H2O





Cleaning for Health – The value of heat
The value of heat in the cleaning process should also be 

reinforced at this point. 

• Most understand that the use of heat accelerates most chemical 

reactions resulting in deeper cleaning and often reduced drying 

times. 

• But the use of heat in the role of the removal and treatment of 

unwanted substances, including biological germs and viruses has 

been scientifically measured and demonstrated in 

studies(conducted between 1991 and 2014) sponsored by 
• Division of the United States Environmental Protection Agency

• Research Triangle Institute

• Air Quality Sciences

• Airmid Health Group

• Others



Cleaning for Health – The Value of Heat
The value of heat in the cleaning process should also be 

reinforced at this point

• Measured reductions in biological contaminants can be clearly 

demonstrated in carpets, textiles, upholstery, and hard surface 

floors after the use of high performance truckmounted cleaning 

equipment that can maintain temperatures across the surfaces 

being cleaned of 160º+ F.



Cleaning for Health – The definition of clean



Cleaning for Health – Measuring Clean



Understanding Vacuum Systems



• How do you measure vacuum pressure?

• Why do most machines limit vacuum pressure to 15" Hg?

• Do two similar machines using blowers of the same size 

produce the same amount of vacuum?

• What is CFM?

• Why is airflow important?

• Who are the most common manufacturers of blowers in the 

industry?

• What is the ideal RPM for a blower?

• How do you choose the right sized blower?

Questions on Vacuums



How Do You Measure 

Vacuum Pressure?

• Vacuum pressure is measured in inches of mercury ("Hg)

• One "Hg is the amount of vacuum required to raise a column of 

mercury one inch

• One "Hg = to 13.7" of water



Why Do Most Machines Limit 

Vacuum Pressure to 15" Hg?

• When more air is being sucked out of the recovery tank by the 

blower than is being pulled in through the wand, a vacuum is 

formed inside the tank (the needed air is pulled through the 

vacuum relief valve)

• If the vacuum pressure in the tank becomes too great, 

components such as the blower or tank could be damaged

• To prevent damage, a relief valve is used to limit this vacuum 

pressure

• Adjusting the relief valve to a limit other than that set at the 

factory could result in damage to the equipment 



Do Two Similar Machines Using the 

Same Sized Blower Produce the 

Same Amount of Vacuum?

The amount of vacuum that a machine can make depends upon 

many factors, such as:

• Inlet and outlet port size

• Inlet temperature

• Operating elevation

• Blower RPM



What is CFM?

• A CFM is a unit of measure of airflow

• This unit represents the volume of air, measured in cubic feet, 

moved in one minute (this is how much air moves from the 

wand to the recovery tank in one minute)

one minute



Why Is Airflow Important?

• As air moves it can capture and sweep up loose soil, similar to 
how a stream of high-pressure water can wash away dirt from 
a surface

• The greater the airflow, the more soil, water, and debris a 
vacuum system can suck up

• If the airflow through a vacuum system is restricted then its 
performance will suffer

• The greater the airflow, the faster the carpet will dry



Air Watt Curve Comparison
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Who are the Most Common 

Manufacturers of Blowers in the Industry?

• Tuthill

• Roots

• Sutorbilt



Blower Comparison 
 

Model Number 

Tuthill
1
 Roots Sutorbilt 

Blower 
Size (in) 

Connection 
Size (in) 

Vacuum Pressure
2
 

("Hg @ RPM) 
Max. Flow

3
 

(CFM) 

3003 33 3ML 3" 2" 15 @ 3600 222 

3006 36 3LL 3” 2" 15 @ 3600 367 

4005 45 4ML 4" 2 ½" 15 @ 3600 436 

4007 47 4LL 4" 3" 15 @ 3600 574 

5006 56 5ML 5" 4" 15 @ 2850 630 

5009 59 5LL 5" 4" 15 @ 2850 921 

 
1. Dominator Tri-Lobe is manufactured by Tuthill exclusively for HydraMaster. 
2. Maximum vacuum pressure at rated RPM is measured at blower inlet given 

sufficient airflow to maintain a safe operating temperature. 
3. Maximum airflow is measured at 0"Hg @ 3600 RPM for models 3003 - 4007. 
4. Maximum airflow is measured at 0"Hg @ 2850 RPM for models 5006 & 5009. 

NOTE: THE BLOWER MANUFACTURER RECOMMENDS OPEATING THE 
UNITS AT 80% OF IT’S CAPACITY. 



What Is the Ideal RPM for a Blower?

• Operating a blower at too high an RPM will damage it, while 

operating it too slowly will result in poor performance

• To achieve an optimum balance in reliability and performance a 

blower should be run at 80% of its maximum rated RPM



How Do You Choose the 
Right Size Blower?

• A blower should be chosen according to the work that will be 

required of it

• As an example, a 2" vacuum hose 150 feet long can move only 

240 CFM, so a blower that can produce more airflow would be 

unnecessary

• If a blower is designed to move more air than it is allowed to 

due to airflow restrictions, then it will overheat and could 

possibly become damaged 



Blower Operating Speed

• The Blower keeps cool by moving air through it

• Operating at less than 80% of it’s capacity, moves less air 
through it, causing it to run hotter

• When the blower is run in excess of 80% of it’s capacity, it 
moves more air through it, causing all the components to work 
harder, causing it to run hotter

• Running the blower slower or faster than 80% of its capacity 
shortens the life



High Pressure Pumps



Purpose of Bypass Regulator

Adjust the out going pressure of the pump

• Direct the water flow from the pump in two directions

• One direction is through the “Bypass Side”

• The other direction is through the “High Pressure Side”

• The orifice in the Cleaning Tool determines how many GPM’s 

flows through the “Out” Port & the “Bypass” Port



Pressure System Chart



Jet Size and GPB



Chemical Flow Competitors



Chemical Flow Diagram: HydraMaster



Old Last-Step Chemical Pumps

• Last-Step chemical injection

• No chemicals run through the 

pump or heat exchanger systems 

• Easy access to chemical pump 

diaphragm for maintenance



New Style Anatomy Chemical Pump
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HydraMaster Resources
Visit our website: 

www.hydramaster.com

For part number look-up and distributor pricing

www.hydradealer.com (must have log-in)

For equipment operations and maintenance support visit

Manuals at our website <https://hydramaster.com/hydramaster-manuals/ or 

Youtube library (www.youtube.com/hydramastertv)

HydraMaster University (www.hydramaster.com/university)

For product application assistance, visit 

https://hydramaster.com/cleaning-guides/ or 

download our smart phone apps :https://hydramaster.com/hydramaster-support-app/ OR https://hydramaster.com/cleanmaster-solutions-app/. 

You can also visit our blog: https://thecleansceneblog.wordpress.com/

HydraMaster University (www.hydramaster.com/university)

Visit us on social media:

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/cleansolutions/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/HydraMasterUSA

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/hydramaster

Youtube: www.youtube.com/hydramastertv

Product Sales Videos (HydraMaster TV)

www.youtube.com/hydramastertv

file:///C:/Users/doyle.bloss/Documents/www.hydramaster.com
http://www.hydradealer.com/
https://hydramaster.com/hydramaster-manuals/
http://www.youtube.com/hydramastertv
https://hydramaster.com/cleaning-guides/
https://hydramaster.com/hydramaster-support-app/
https://hydramaster.com/cleanmaster-solutions-app/
https://thecleansceneblog.wordpress.com/
https://www.facebook.com/cleansolutions/
https://twitter.com/HydraMasterUSA
https://www.linkedin.com/company/hydramaster
file:///C:/Users/doyle.bloss/Documents/www.youtube.com/hydramastertv


HydraMaster Resources

HydraMaster Contacts – 800-426-1031 or 425-775-7272
Technical Support (Truckmounts and portables): Louie Patayon <louie.patayon@hydramaster.com> or Dennis Russell <dennis.russell@hydramaster> or dial option 2 when you 

call our office

Inside sales: Bridget Jensen <bridget.jensen@hydramaster.com> or extension 1717 or Nelia Viloria <nelia.viloria@hydramaster.com> or extension 1717

Outside Sales: Darren Watts at extension 1308, 425-268-6604,  or Darren.watts@hydramaster.com;  Mike Lombardozzi at 631-896-2330 or 

michael.lombardozzi@hydramaster.com

Customer Service: Joe Kraus <joe.kraus@hydramaster.com> or extension 1314

President/CEO/Sales Management: Josh Howard at extension 1323 or <josh.howard@hydramaster.com

Marketing or Graphics help: Doyle  Bloss, extension 1728 or  doyle.bloss@hydramaster.com or Janelle Ligrani , extension 1616 or janelle.ligrani@hydramaster.com

IT – HydraDealer access and log-in: Stuart Baretta at extension 1129 or <stuart.baretta@hydramaster.com

Accounting: Contact Harold Alexander, CFO, at extension 1815 or Harold.alexander@hydramaster.com, Oka Kencanawati Accounts Payable at ap@hydramaster.com or 

extension 1124, or Suzie Scott Accounts Receivable at ar@hydramaster.com or extension 1417

Procurement: Wayne Williams, VP of Supply Chain, at extension 1828 or <wayne.williams@hydramaster.com>

Product Management: Chris Ryan <chris.ryan@hydramaster.com> or extension 1320

Shipping Questions (LTL - Truck): Jason Ortiz <shipping@hydramaster.com> or extension 1711

Shipping Questions (small package): Matt Cogan <matthew.cogan@hydramaster> or extension 1625

Engineering: Contact Rob Dobbs, Vice President of Engineering at extension 1135 or <robert.dobbs@hydramaster.com

mailto:Darren.watts@hydramaster.com
mailto:michael.lombardozzi@hydramaster.com
mailto:doyle.bloss@hydramaster.com
mailto:janelle.ligrani@hydramaster.com
mailto:Harold.alexander@hydramaster.com
mailto:ap@hydramaster.com
mailto:ar@hydramaster.com


Showroom and Shop Merchandising

11 x 17” posters or counter signs – available on request



Showroom and Shop Merchandising

36” x 24” posters 



Showroom and Shop Merchandising

11” x 17” posters or counter signs  - available upon request 



Showroom and Shop Merchandising

3’ x 10’ banner Earned through sales performance or incentives



Showroom and Shop Merchandising

3’ x 5’ logo matEarned through sales performance or incentives



Showroom and Shop Merchandising

Showroom display cart Earned through sales performance or incentives



A World-Wide Leader in Truckmounted 

Cleaning Equipment

Enabling the success of the cleaning 

and restoration contractor

through innovative design, 

quality construction, reliable 

performance, and 

unparalleled support



We’ve Got Your Back!
• HydraMaster reliability, durability, and 

dependability - The numbers demonstrate 

that this generation of HydraMaster 

Truckmounts rank as the most dependable 

units we have ever designed.

• Uncompromising Performance - Clean faster, 

clean hotter, and dry faster to help you make 

more money. Best in class performance at 

every level.

• Hassle-Free Warranty Service - on the rare 

occasion something goes wrong outside of 

regular maintenance, your local HydraMaster 

distributor and HydraMaster combine to 

provide you with hassle-free warranty 

support.

HydraMaster warranty service 

is rated #1 by distributor 

mechanics!

We’ve Got 

Your Back!





HydraMaster Truckmount Elevator Sales Speech “Cheat Sheet”

CDS DIRECT DRIVE

1. #1 selling direct drive truckmount in the world

2. Easy to operate and train – low maintenance

3. Leaves the most cargo room of any truckmount

CDS xDRIVE DIRECT DRIVE

1. Only direct drive that can go in a unibody van

2. Hybrid electronic technology

3. Rivals the power, heat, vacuum, and performance of 

the biggest slide-ins

TITAN 575

1. Relentless dual wand workhorse

2. Easy access magnetic panels

3. Liquid cooled 32.5HP Kubota engine for reliability 

and longevity

TITAN H20

1. Purpose built for water extraction

2. No pressure/solution side reduces maintenance

3. Liquid cooled 32.5HP Kubota engine for reliability 

and longevity

TMTG4000 Truckmount to Go

1. The mobile truckmount that does not require a truck

2. Both extraction and cleaning capability

3. Automatic wastewater disposal system included 

BOXXER XL

1. 31HP, 400+CFM, 240°F, 2 Wands = The numbers add up

2. Most economical true dual wand unit

3. In a class all by itself

TITAN 425

1. Sweet spot machine – more horsepower, more heat

2. Better heat control, less water dumping

3. Better air circulation – no belt cooling fans required

BOXXER 318HP

1. Up to 1500psi cleaning pressure for hard surface

2. Addresses reality of flooring marketplace

3. Stainless steel solution pump, high pressure heater coil

4. Hydra-Clutch plus high pressure – perfect for restoration

TITAN 325

1. Affordable value, radical performance –

entry level, step up

1. Hydra-Clutch for water extraction

2. Easy maintenance with high level of reliability

HydraMaster warranty service 

is rated #1 by distributor 

mechanics!

“We’ve got your back”





Product Information Sheets - Truckmounts



Product Information Sheets – Portables, Restoration

Product Information Sheets – TreadMaster



Product Information Sheets – Tools & Accessories



Product Information Sheets – Tools & Accessories

















Specifications:
Power Transfer Package
• CDS Electronic speed control – (ESC technology increases vacuum 

efficiency by 30% and reduce fuel consumption
• Over-Drive™ power train technology – low engine RPM design 

boosts vacuum and cfm performance and lowers fuel consumption 
to only 1.6gph

• Double u-jointed flexible drive shaft
• Heavy duty electrically activated clutch
• Improved reliability, reduced vibration
• Shaft-capture safety system
• High temperature, high performance bearings

Vacuum: 4007 Dominator Tri-Lobe Blower, 400+ CFM
• HydraMaster exclusive design
• Dual oil bath design with sight level windows
• Durable helical gear drive
• Pulsation and sound reduced

Solution Pump: Plunger pump with 1200 operating psi
• 4.0 gpm solution pump
• Smooth operation 3-stage plunger design
• Operator adjustable pressure from 0 to 1200psi
• Last-step chemical pulse pump/chemical injection means no 

chemicals pass through the water pump or heat exchangers

Heating System:
• Mounted on the recovery tank, the dual tube & shell heat 

exchangers tie into the vehicle coolant system, taking 
advantage of the massive BTU production of the vehicle engine

• The Salsa Heat Booster System™ includes a blower exhaust tube 

and fin heat exchanger to boost cleaning solution temperature 
production by 30-45°F. The Salsa now comes standard with all 

CDS units.

Dimensions: - 39”H x 24”W x 41”D



Salsa ™ Heat Boosting System

The Salsa  Heat Booster System™ on your CDS can increase your 
heat 30-45°F. HydraMaster engineers have designed 
with the Salsa ™ a water heating system that keeps you 

in the heat – even when using two wands, or using 
high production, high water flow tools like the 
HydraMaster RX-20.

The Salsa ™ is the hottest blower heat exchanger on the 

market, it produces working temperatures as high as 
235°F.

If you have been looking for a machine with the 
simplicity, reliability, and ease of operation of a 
direct-drive and the high heat of a slide-in, the CDS 
Salsa ™ is the machine for you.



“On the fence? Have them call me.”

Don S. from Kentucky had challenge professional cleaners 
sometimes face. His relatively new van and direct drive 
truckmount were totaled by the insurance company after an 
accident. He had jobs booked and customers waiting. So he 
found a HydraMaster CDS van/machine package all ready to 
go. He purchased it, put it to work right away, and was 
amazed by the results.

“I am very impressed with my HydraMaster CDS. If 
you have someone on the bubble between the other 
guy’s direct drive and this unit, you have them contact 
me. 
This unit blows their direct drive out of the water”



Don’t just listen to us, see what some of the thousands of happy CDS owners have to say:

“Loving our CDS! It’s been six months already and we could 
not imagine owning a slide-in ever again!”

Kait, CleanMaster Services

“We use the CDS and love ‘em. We are already ready for 
another new one!”

Shawn, Extreme Clean Carpet Cleaning

“I have a CDS in my truck and it is the best unit I have ever 
had. HydraMaster is the best of the best!”

William, Super Clean Carpet Care

“I love mine. It has 4875 hours on it, and it purrs like a 
kitten but has the cleaning power of a lion! Very rare that 
we ever have a problem. By far the most reliable machine I 
have ever seen.”

Larry, Regency Carpet Care

After owning five other Hydramaster truckmounts, I just 
purchased my first CDS 4.8 and installed it in a new Chevy 
14’ box truck. I love the fact it takes up so little space and 
allows me more room to carry more equipment to clean 
with. I also love the fact I can lock it up when I am doing a 
cleaning job in a rough part of town.”

Scott, Master Steam

“I love my CDS! I can lock it up and leave it to go inside and 
clean without worry of things being stolen. It’s quieter than 
slide-in truckmounts and offers a lot more equipment for my 
jobs> It is simpler for my technicians to use, requires less 
maintenance, and has fewer breakdowns than most slide-in 
truckmounts. I seriously love my CDS’s – I own three of them 
now and won’t go with anything else. Thanks HydraMaster  
- I am a convert!”

Aaron, Aaron Quality Cleaners



Why a HydraMaster Direct Drive 

Truckmount is the choice of so many 

cleaning and restoration professionals



Direct Drive Truckmounts



Slide-in vs. Direct Drives
Truckmounts are available as either slide-ins or direct drives. Slide-in 

machines basically “slide” into the back of a van or box truck and are 

powered by their own engines. In contrast, direct drives are attached to a 

van’s drive train or use the engine to power a generator in order to use the 

vehicle’s motor for heat and power.

Direct drives tap a van’s engine for power and heat via a clutch system 

attached to the vehicle’s drive train or via a generator that is attached to 

the motor to create a hybrid like electric power system. With no engine to 

wear and tear, they require much less maintenance and offer the highest 

reliability and longevity. Direct drives take up less cargo space than slide-

ins, too, leaving more room for additional equipment.



Advantages of a Direct Drive Truckmount

Safe and secure quieter operation. Ability to close doors 

during operation. Protects internal contents from weather 

exposure. Quiet operation allows for nighttime commercial 

cleaning and restoration work.



Advantages of a Direct Drive Truckmount

Smallest footprint in the industry. Compact, space 

saving design allows for flexibility in van set up. 

Perfect for hauling restoration equipment 

(airmovers, dehumidifiers, directed heat), power 

wands, RX20 rotary jet extractors, rotary hard 

surface tools, chemical solutions, hauling rugs and 

furniture, airmovers and dehumidifiers and more.



Advantages of a Direct Drive Truckmount

Lower maintenance and ease of serviceability 
reduces costs and downtime . 



Advantages of a Direct Drive Truckmount

Reliable, durable, and dependable. HydraMaster 
Direct Drive truckmounts have the industry’s longest 
proven track record (1985 – present) of performance 
and success. 



Advantages of a Direct Drive Truckmount

Simple to operate and easy to train technicians make 
the HydraMaster CDS or CDS xDRIVE the perfect 
choice for fleet operations and less mechanically 
inclined owner/operators.



Advantages of a Direct Drive Truckmount

Even weight distribution reduces wear on van (less 
tires, shocks, brakes due to less weight and centrality 
of weight)



Advantages of a Direct Drive Truckmount

Excellent warranty coverage with superior customer 
support and service through national distribution 
network and corporate customer care team.

We’ve Got Your Back!

HydraMaster warranty service 

is rated #1 by distributor 

mechanics!



Advantages of a Direct Drive Truckmount

Value – maximum return on investment and highest 
re-sale value in the industry.



Advantages of a Direct Drive Truckmount

Flexible and powerful performance allows for many 
uses. A perfect cleaning machine ideal for flood and 
water damage restoration work, pressure washing, 
hard surface cleaning and more.



Q. Doesn’t owning a Direct Drive require that you purchase a new van increasing 

your cost and potential payments?

A. When looking at purchasing any new truckmount, it often makes good business sense to invest in a new 

van or vehicle simultaneously. Your new truckmount can make a powerful impression on your potential 
customers. You want to make sure that your vehicle makes that same powerful impression. Plus with used van 
prices on the rise and innovative financing programs from our partner finance companies, you can often 
finance a new van and HydraMaster CDS or CDS xDRIVE unit for easy monthly payments and end up with your 
dream vehicle and set-up.

Q. What happens if I’m in an accident with my van? Now I’m completely down-and-

out of business for who knows how long!

A. Most insurance policies will cover both van and unit and often times you could have a new van and new 

unit as quick as pulling your slide in unit, finding a new van and re-installing it. In fact, most rental companies 
will not allow you to drill the holes necessary in a rental vehicle to move your slide-in into anyways.



Q. Can the HydraMaster CDS or CDS xDRIVE do everything I may want or need to 

do as a cleaner or restorer?

A. The HydraMaster CDS or CDS xDRIVE provides you with all the power and performance you need for 

cleaning and restoring any surface. Think of a CDS as a 200HP unit, because it gets its power from your van 
engine. CDS units have low medium and high, for upholstery, single wand and dual wand. The CDS will match 
power and performance with virtually all slide-ins, except for 50+ HP water cooled engine slide-ins. With 
the HydraMaster CDS XDRIVE producing a consistent 18-20KW of power, you are getting the equivalent of a 
27-31HP slide-in unit. Even if you plan on dual wanding on every job, the HydraMaster CDS or CDS xDRIVE will 
provide you with all the power and flexibility you need.



Q. Hey, gas ain’t cheap. How does the fuel consumption of a CDS compare to that of 

a slide-in unit?

A. Both HydraMaster Direct Drive truckmounts are fuel misers and wallet friendly. With the CDS, 

HydraMaster’s exclusive Electronic Speed Control (ESC) is engineered to work in conjunction with Ford & 
General Motors engine control systems to optimize van fuel efficiency during CDS operation. That provides 
you with all of the benefits of operating a CDSunit with fuel consumption (1.5-1.7 gpm) that is equal to most 
mid-size truckmounts, and better than a typical large format truckmount. Even better, a CDS uses that same 
fuel consumption that the engine needs to power the van to create a continuous flow of hot water for 
cleaning and sanitizing carpet and hard surfaces. The CDS xDRIVE provides you with a range of setting 
designed for you to be ready to take on the most simple to the most challenging cleaning jobs. The proprietary 
ECONOMY FUEL SAVER and BOOST settings are the first of their kind for a direct drive truckmount. Fuel 
consumption with a CDS xDRIVE ranges from 1.48 to 1.95 gph – the equivalent or less than a mid-size slide-in 
truckmount. Fuel efficient consumption and squeezing every ounce of energy out of that fuel, what could be 
more “earth friendly” and “wallet friendly” than that?



Q. Doesn’t a HydraMaster CDS or CDS xDRIVE cost a lot more than most slide-ins?

A. HydraMaster CDS or CDS xDRIVE costs you just a little more than a powerful air-cooled engine slide in 

unit and about the same or less than a water cooled engine slide-in. We believe when making any 
truckmount investment you should begin with your three to four year goal in mind. Plus, the HydraMaster 
CDS or CDS xDRIVE requires the least maintenance and is the easiest unit to train your staff to use. In 
addition, the space saving design allows you to store more equipment which means you don’t have to spend 
money on another vehicle to transport accessories. A HydraMaster CDS or CDS xDRIVE typically has simpler 
and less extensive service intervals and you have to maintain your van engine either way. The HydraMaster 
CDS or CDS xDRIVEsimply lasts longer than entry level slide-in units so when you eventually pay off 
your HydraMaster CDS or CDS xDRIVE in 4-6 years, your unit will likely still be running strong. You also 
decrease maintenance costs on both the machine and your van (shocks, brakes, tires, etc…) due to carrying 
less weight and even weight distribution will offset any extra increase in payments.
In addition, both the HydraMaster CDS and CDS xDRIVE are backed by the HydraMaster Ownership 
Experience Guarantee. We’ve got your back when it comes to support. The reliable track record of our direct 
drive truckmounts has been so dependable that both the CDS and the CDS xDRIVE come with a three year 
warranty. Compare that with the typical two year warranty on a slide-in truckmount and you have another 
reason why a direct drive truckmount from HydraMaster is such a worthy investment.

https://hydramaster.com/ownership-experience/


Q. What type of vans can I install a HydraMaster CDS or CDS xDRIVE in? Can I install 

it in a smaller “transit van?”

A. We recommend you install your CDS in a new Chevy Express or GMC cargo van. Our 45+ years’ experience 

manufacturing both slide-in and direct drive truckmounts tells us that most cleaning operations these days are 
too diversified and need to carry too much equipment to make a small transit van or “min-van” format 
practical. The CDS can sometimes be installed in low mileage used Chevy Van. A good general rule of thumb is 
less than 2 years old and less than 30,000 miles on the engine. Talk with your nearest HydraMaster distributor 
for more information.

The CDS xDRIVE must be installed in a 2016+ T250 or T350 Ford Transit. It can be the low, middle, or high roof 
option. It MUST be the 3.7L gas engine.

Both HydraMaster Direct Drive truckmounts provide you with the smallest footprint in the industry. Their 
compact, space-saving design allows you maximum flexibility in your van set-up. It is perfect for hauling 
restoration equipment (airmovers, dehumidifiers, directed heat), power wands, RX-20’s, upholstery tools, 
rotary hard surface tools, chemical solutions, hauling rugs and furniture and more. The HydraMaster CDS or 
CDS xDRIVE allows you to say “yes” to virtually any hard or textile surface cleaning or restoration job



Q. How does a HydraMaster CDS or CDS xDRIVE affect the longevity of the van it is 

installed in?

A. First the HydraMaster CDS or CDS xDRIVE provides more even weight distribution across the van than 

with most slide-in units and actually reduces wear on the van (lighter in weight, less tire wear, shocks, and 
brakes due to less weight and centrality of weight). The CDS runs the van at a low RPM and is only utilizing 
around 18% of the available capacity of the engine. It is like driving a van around on the freeway at about 25 
to 30 miles an hour. Plus, there is no stopping or starting and puts very little wear on the engine. Many vans 
with CDS units have well over 150,000 miles on them with the same CDS unit still inside. In addition, when the 
time comes that the van engine needs to be replaced, changing an engine on a van is only marginally more 
expensive that replacing a liquid cooled engine on a slide in.



Q. Does Chevy and/or Ford approve the installation of a direct drive truckmount 

into their vehicles? Won’t it void the van warranty?

A. First off, let us address one of the most commonly mistaken and often repeated myths about after-

market modifications of vans. HydraMaster is unaware of any specific certification or approval program 
maintained by Chevy or Ford when it comes to after-market modifications of their vans – whether it be 
ambulance conversions, news truck conversions, camper conversions, box truck modifications, or direct drive 
or power take off truckmount installations. HydraMaster has manufactured and installed the CDS direct drive 
truckmount in more than 15,000 Chevy Vans since 1979. In doing so we have worked with the GM Upfitter
Group – a liaison group that provides us with access to GM’s engineering data. The GM Upfitter Group does 
not provide any sort of certification or approval for Special Vehicle Manufacturers like ourselves. Instead they 
provide Integration Best Practice Manuals for areas of the vehicle affected in our conversion process. Here is a 
link to the GM Upfitter website: https://www.gmupfitter.com/pages/about-us. We work with a similar group 
at Ford in relation to the Ford Transit and the CDS xDRIVE.



Q. Does Chevy and/or Ford approve the installation of a direct drive truckmount 

into their vehicles? Won’t it void the van warranty? (Continued)

A. In reference to potentially affecting your warranty protection on the van, the manufacturer’s policies 

are clear: The installation of the after market modification needs to follow the upfitter guidelines. Their 
policy has always been that if the modification caused a GM component to fail they will not warranty the 
component. If the modification did not cause “x” component to fail it will be covered under warranty unless 
it is determined the failure was caused from lack of maintenance. Our fleet of 15,000 CDS units are serviced 
by dealerships nationwide. We work with one of the largest Chevy and Ford fleet dealers in the United 
States, and in many places, our distributors and/or end user customers purchase vans from dealerships of 
their own preference. GM and their dealer network have almost always dependably honored the GM 
warranty unless it is determined that a failure is the direct result of the special vehicle modification.



Q. Does Chevy and/or Ford approve the installation of a direct drive truckmount 

into their vehicles? Won’t it void the van warranty? (Continued)

A. In addition, provisions of the Magnuson-Moss Act protect our customers from arbitrary decisions made 

about their warranty that unfairly attribute the cause to aftermarket modifications. The Federal Trade 
Commission requires that a manufacturer or dealer be able to demonstrate that a failure is the direct result of 
the special vehicle modification before denying warranty coverage. Even if a particular failure is demonstrated 
to be caused by an aftermarket modification the warranty remains in effect for all other parts of the vehicle. 
Here is a link to the U.S. Federal Trade Commission Website discussion of the Magnussson – Moss Act. Pay 
particular attention to the point about after-market 
modifications: https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/articles/0138-auto-warranties-routine-maintenance.

https://www.consumer.ftc.gov/articles/0138-auto-warranties-routine-maintenance.


Q. Does Chevy and/or Ford approve the installation of a direct drive truckmount 

into their vehicles? Won’t it void the van warranty? (Continued)

A. There is one other practical consideration to keep in mind here. This applies to your van even if you have 

a slide-in. It has been our experience that is almost always smoother when taking your van in for service or 
maintenance to work with a Ford or Chevy dealership that has a strong commercial fleet division. There are 
many smaller, consumer focused dealerships that when you take your vehicle in for a potential warranty 
service, if they see any modification at all – anything from an after market remote starter – to a box 
conversion – to a direct drive truckmount installation, their first reaction is that they really don’t want to work 
on it at all. They throw out the modification as a potential “fly-in-the-ointment” when it comes to your 
warranty coverage. Everything is computer driven now. They need to plug into the SEIC system, and when they 
see after market things plugged into that also, they just occasionally are full of excuses. Mindfully, not all small 
or consumer based dealers are like this. Just keep in mind that ultimately, if a local Ford or Chevy dealer is not 
cooperating with you, there are always alternatives. Those with fleet divisions generally are easier to work 
with. As previously stated, GM and Ford and their dealer networks have almost always dependably honored 
the warranty unless it is determined that a failure is the direct result of the special vehicle modification.



Why are HydraMaster 

Direct-Drive Truckmounts 

the #1 Choice for 

Restoration Contractors



Reliability

You need your Truckmount to be reliable and dependable. 
The last thing you need is for your machine to go down in 
the middle of a large restoration job where downtime is 
already working against the home or business owner. 
HydraMaster Direct Drive truckmounts are designed and 
proven to be the most reliable truckmounts on the 
market. 



Ease of Operation and

Training
Direct Drive Truckmounts are the easiest truckmount to 
operate so your training curve is greatly reduced and you 
can have newly hired technicians being productive in the 
field faster.



Security and Noise Reduction

With the CDS or CDS xDRIVE, you can close the doors on 
your vehicle while running the equipment. You won’t be 
upsetting any neighbors and the police because when you 
close the doors of your van, you won’t be much louder 
than an idling van. Plus, with your vehicle totally locked up, 
you can operate securely knowing no one is pilfering 
around in your vehicle while your technicians are 
extracting water in a building



More Room
• Space is so important on a restoration work truck. You 

have to have room to haul all of your restoration gear. 
The more gear you can fit in your vehicle, the more you 
can put on the job. And that means revenue.  

• With an extended Chevy van you have 170 cubic feet of 
space for what every equipment you need for that 
restoration job.  

• With a mid or high roof Ford Transit you have even 
more room – plus you can stand up in the van! 

• The CDS and CDS xDRIVE have the smallest footprints of 
any truckmounts in the industry and will leave you with 
the most room of any truckmount on the market.



Versatility
Versatility in cleaning AND extraction – your truckmount is 
a beast when it comes to all of the cleaning challenges you 
may face on a restoration job: carpet & upholstery 
cleaning; hard surface floor cleaning; sidewalk, porch and 
entry way cleaning; water extraction; and pressure 
washing. Both the CDS and the CDS xDRIVE handle all of 
these challenges and more with no problems.



Sanitization
• You work so hard to sanitize surfaces that have been 

affected by water intrusion with disinfectants. Have you 
ever considered the incredibly important sanitizing 
effects of hot water from your truckmount? 

• Indoor air quality tests performed on behalf of the EPA 
in the 1990’s showed a massive reduction in biological 
contamination in carpeting simply from being cleaned 
with a truckmount. Add to that fact the recent tests in 
2014 that showed a reduction in allergens and mold 
spores in carpeting when cleaned with a truckmount. 

• Maintaining consistently hot cleaning solution across a 
textile or hard surface improves the healthfulness of an 
already compromised indoor environment.



Productivity

Extracting or cleaning a hard or soft surface does require 
labor to do the job. A truckmount allows you to do it 
faster and better. A truckmount with maximum vacuum 
and heat that consistently runs at its highest level like 
the CDS or CDS xDRIVE makes you even more 
productive. 



Protects the Contents of Your 
Van from the Elements 

Have you noticed that weather does not necessarily 
cooperate with you needing to extract water on a job 
site? Or clean up the mess? Rain, snow, wind, hail, sleet, 
and even extreme cold are not match for your CDS or 
CDS xDRIVE truckmount. Why? You can close up your van 
and operate with the doors closed. You don’t have to 
worry about the contents of your van getting wet, dirty, 
or being frozen. They are all snug and protected inside 
your warm running vehicle.



Nothing beats the performance of a Direct Drive 
truckmount from HydraMaster on a restoration job site. 
With the extraction performance you get from a 
Truckmount you will be able to extract all water 
possible, do it in a timely and efficient manner and be 
able to place your drying equipment faster and move 
onto the next job quicker. 



Gearhead? Performance Freak? Dual wand beast?
Want everything the biggest and baddest?



You are not compromising anything when you invest in a 
HydraMaster Direct Drive Truckmount
Whether your focus on simply on wanting to have the highest level of 
performance and power; or you are driven by an intense dedication 
to desired cleaning job outcomes (cleaner carpet, maximum 
appearance improvement, and faster drying times); you may feel like 
your next truckmount investment needs to be focused on the biggest 
and baddest truckmount out there. You may have even heard or 
been told a HydraMaster Direct Drive Truckmount can’t match the 
performance of some 50+HP powered large slide-in truckmount. If 
you can take the emotional attachment out of it, when you do a quick 
fact check, or even better, actually use a direct drive truckmount, you 
will find out that they deliver everything you are demanding, and 
then some.



Let’s look at some of the most commonly brought up ideas 
about max performance from a truckmount:

Horsepower
Um this one is kind of a no-brainer. The HydraMaster CDS and CDS 
xDRIVE get their power from a 200+HP water cooled engine. But it 
is not just about engine size. It is about the efficient transfer of 
power to the other components of a truckmount at the lowest 
consumption of gas. A HydraMaster Direct Drive truckmount 
powers up to a 4.8 positive displacement vacuum blower and all of 
the other components, and only consumes between 1.3 and 1.7 
gph of gas.



Let’s look at some of the most commonly brought up ideas 
about max performance from a truckmount:

Vacuum
Instead of focusing on the randomly assigned number scheme on the vacuum blower, 
consider that you are trying to be able to maintain vacuum performance even as your 
vacuum hose runs extend beyond the traditional 150-200’ “pull” of an average 
residential home. It’s all about extraction efficiency and reduced drying time – whether 
you are cleaning a 1200 square foot house, a multi-level apartment building, or a 
250,000 square foot convention center. The most important person to satisfy with 
your vacuum power is your customer. If the carpet dries faster, they are happy. Vacuum 
performance tables tell the story that gearheads often want to ignore – there is very 
little more usable vacuum performance out of a so called #5 blower than the high 
performance vacuum blower system in the CDS xDRIVE. So stretch out those long hose 
runs of 400’ feet or more. In fact, we will stack the vacuum performance of the CDS 
and CDS xDRIVE right up against those big bad slide ins that cost more than $35,000.



Let’s look at some of the most commonly brought up ideas 
about max performance from a truckmount:

Heat
This is another easy one. A direct drive truckmount gets it heat source from 
the same things as the “biggest, baddest” truckmount – the engine, the 
blower exhaust, and collected ambient hot air. With the HydraMaster CDS 
xDRIVE, you even have the additional source of cooling the controller. A 
direct drive truckmount transfers the engine heat of a 200HP+ engine versus 
a 30-60HP water cooled engine of the biggest and baddest slide-ins. In the 
end, you are producing 200-245 F solution temperatures to the cleaning job. 
HydraMaster CDS xDRIVE owners who have operated larger slide-in models 
tell us that their xDRIVE gets a higher level of consistent heat.



Let’s look at some of the most commonly brought up ideas 
about max performance from a truckmount:

Dual wand cleaning
Let’s address this from a practical and a theoretical standpoint. First, dual wand 
cleaning is no problem with the HydraMaster CDS and CDS xDRIVE. In fact they have 
always been plumbed for both solution temperature and vacuum recovery to be fully 
ready to efficiently dual wand clean. Side by side, you will see they maintain just as 
high of a temperature and vacuum CFM under a dual wand load as the biggest slide-
ins. But let’s just say you are one of those performance freaks who want triple wand 
capacity. The first question I would ask is how often do you anticipate having the need 
for triple wand cleaning? Perhaps a few times per year? Multiple wands cleaning is 
just as much about how you set the job site up, and how your technicians work 
together as it is about the capacity of your truckmount. Doesn’t matter how big of a 
blower you have if one of your technicians is taking a break and has the wand leaning 
up against the wall.



Let’s look at some of the most commonly brought up ideas 
about max performance from a truckmount:

Dual wand cleaning
So if you only need triple wand cleaning a few times a year, you have a couple of 
choices:
• You can invest $35,000 to $40,000 in a slide-in truckmount that you are going to 

use to its full capacity less than 5% of the time. This means that 95% of the time, 
you are spending more on gas and consumption than you really need to. Plus 
during those 95% of jobs, your total equipment investment can only be used on 
one job site.

• For about the same amount of money as one of those big, bad truckmounts, you 
can buy a HydraMaster CDS Direct Drive truckmount and a Boxxer 318 Slide-in. If 
you need three wands on a few jobs you’ve got it. Plus you can book two jobs 
instead of one the rest of the time



Let’s look at some of the most commonly brought up ideas 
about max performance from a truckmount:

Pressure washing capabilities

This is really a matter of how much solution pressure you need. The 1200 
psi produced by your HydraMaster Direct Drive Truckmount, along with the 
heating system, will allow you to adequately do most pressure washing jobs. 
Most of the big, bad truckmounts come with a 2000 or 3000 psi solution 
pressure capacity. If you have never pressure washed with 3000 psi, you 
need to be careful. That level of focused stream can sometimes cause 
damage to wood, floor and wall grout, and more. Once again, how many 
jobs would you need 3000 psi on? If you have a whole bunch of jobs 
requiring 3000psi, why not just invest in a $3000 – $4000 Hot water 
pressure washer?



Let’s look at some of the most commonly brought up ideas 
about max performance from a truckmount:

You are not compromising
So as you can see a HydraMaster Direct Drive Truckmount provides 
to you all the power and performance you are demanding, and 
then some. Ready to open your gear filled mind to the possibility 
that a Direct Drive truckmount delivers everything you need? We 
promise to let you be your gearhead self with your 
new HydraMaster CDS or CDS xDRIVE.





The Next Generation of Direct Drive Truckmounts



The Next Generation of Direct Drive Truckmounts

• INSTALLED IN A FORD TRANSIT – the ideal state-of-the-art 

work vehicle for the cleaning and restoration professional

• XDRIVE XCELLERATED DRIVE SYSTEM – providing the most 

precise, consistent power delivery control of any truckmount 

made for better cleaning performance

• PATENT PENDING DESIGN AND ENGINEERING – True 

innovation in an electric energy delivery system for a Direct 

Drive Truckmount

• SOFT START-SOFT SHUTDOWN SYSTEM – Smoother operation 

and less stress on all major components

• ARM’S LENGTH ACCESS AND SERVICEABILITY, CONSTRUCTED 

FOR EASE OF INSTALLATION - No more tensioning v-belts and 

lining up drive shafts and   couplers

• BOOST SETTING for those especially challenging cleaning jobs





How Does The CDSX DRIVE Power Delivery System Work?

• The CDS XDrive will revolutionize direct drive and pto truckmounts in the 

cleaning and restoration industry with computer programmed operational 

precision. 

• The CDS XDRIVE uses the power and heating source already provided by 

the host vehicle engine. 

The Next Generation of Direct Drive Truckmounts



How Does The CDS XDRIVE Power Delivery System Work?

The Next Generation of Direct Drive Truckmounts

• The concept behind the revolutionary, game changing technology of 
the  CDS XDRIVE lies in the XCELLERATED Drive System. The XCCELERATED

Drive System is state-of-the-art technology that uses a specially 
designed and engine mounted generator to transfer energy to a 
computerized power monitoring controller. This collected energy is 
delivered at precise pre-programmed consistent levels to an electric 
motor. The electric motor powers a shaft and belt system delivering 
consistent direct non-fluctuating energy to the vacuum blower and 
solution pump.

• This patent pending design provides the most consistent power 
delivery control to the vacuum blower and other major components 
of ANY truckmount – slide-in or direct  - providing your customers 
with faster drying times and more consistent cleaning!



How Does The CDS XDRIVE Power Delivery System Work?

• This computerized system provides a higher level of consistent energy transfer than a 

drive shaft or power take off system, reducing the fluctuations in vacuum blower 

airflow production for a more consistent drying performance. 

• Essentially, a drive shaft or power take off system has been replaced with precise, 

computerized  electric energy delivering system.  The wear and tear on the engine of 

the van is reduced.

• Power is no longer measured in RPM’s and Horsepower. These measurements have 

been replaced with wattage generation. The CDS XDRIVE produces a maximum 

power flow of 18 Kw.

The Next Generation of Direct Drive Truckmounts



Soft Start – Soft Shutdown System for 

smoother operation

• This computerized power system provides a 

soft start to ramp up rpm’s to the vacuum 

blower and a soft shutdown to ramp down 

rpm’s.  This smoother delivery extends the 

life of the vacuum blower and puts less stress 

on all major components

The Next Generation of Direct Drive Truckmounts



Provides you with a BOOST setting for those especially challenging 

cleaning jobs

• The proprietary BOOST setting is the first of its kind for a direct-drive 

truckmount. It allows your truckmount to maximize blower speed to 

optimize system performance. If you need more vacuum cfm, more 

vacuum lift, and maximum cleaning solution temperature, the BOOST 

setting is ready for you!

• The precision controller automatically safeguards against overheating 

and maintains reliable operating conditions under extreme conditions. 

You don’t have to worry about anything other than cleaning those 

trashed carpets or hard surface floors or extracting those big floods.

The Next Generation of Direct Drive Truckmounts



Constructed for ease of installation

• All components, including heat 

exchanger and noise suppression 

silencer, are built into the drop in console

connected to waste tank, maximizing 

cargo space 

• Front end power generation unit mounts 

on existing alternator mount and 

requires no permanent modification to 

vehicle

The Next Generation of Direct Drive Truckmounts



"Arms - Length" Access and Serviceability

• Automatic belt tensioner allows easy belt 

changes and alignment

• Improved access to blower, solution pump, 

and filters

• Eliminated drive shaft and pillow blocks (as 

compared to conventional direct drive units) 

reduces need for associated lubrication and 

maintenance

The Next Generation of Direct Drive Truckmounts



How Does the CDS XDrive Heating System Work

The CDS XDRIVE employs a multi-stage thermal 

accumulation and heat exchanger system to create a 

consistent hot cleaning solution temperature that 

maximizes at 235 degrees Fahrenheit and can 

consistently maintain 180-210 degree temperatures at 

a constant solution flow of 1.25 gpm. The first heat 

exchanger system employs a fin tube heat exchanger 

that transfers the hot solution generated by the host 

vehicle engine. The second stage of the system 

captures the direct heat being generated by the 

vacuum blower.

The Next Generation of Direct Drive Truckmounts



Durable TriFlow Gardner Denver 4008 Tri-Lobe blower

• Delivers superior cfm production reducing drying 

times and increasing water extraction capability. 

• Dual oil bath splash lubrication design with sight 

level windows for reduced maintenance intervals 

and superior durability. 

• Patented Tri-Lobe design for quiet operation and low 

pulsation

• Independent oil sumps prevent cross-contamination 

and allow the vacuum pump to operate safely on an 

incline

• Produces vacuum at 13” Hg and flows up to 455 

CFM.

The Next Generation of Direct Drive Truckmounts
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General Emperor HTXS Series High Performance Solution Pump

• 4.0gpm solution pump with smoother operating 3-stage plunger 

design

• Operator adjustable pressure from 0 to 1200 psi

• Last step chemical pulse pump/chemical injection means no 

chemicals pass through the water pump or heat exchangers

• Electric clutch controlled for smooth solution delivery

• Uses patented “high-tech” packings for increased reliability and 

longevity along with nickel plated valve plugs and manifold

• Specifically designed for the rigorous on-off flow cycles and higher 

ambient temperatures on a truckmount

The Next Generation of Direct Drive Truckmounts



The Next Generation of Direct Drive Truckmounts



Engineered for Performance - Adopts time tested, proven technology from the CDS 4.8 

Overdrive with Salsa for superior reliability, longevity, and heat performance

The Next Generation of Direct Drive Truckmounts

Advantages of a Direct Drive Truckmount

• Safe and secure quieter operation. Ability to close doors during 

operation. Protects internal contents from weather exposure. Quiet 

operation allows for nighttime commercial cleaning and restoration 

work.

Smallest footprint in the industry. Compact, space saving design 

allows for flexibility in van set up. Perfect for hauling restoration 

equipment (airmovers, dehumidifiers, directed heat), power wands, 

RX20 NEXTGEN rotary jet extraction wand, EVOLUTION RX12 rotary 

hard surface tools, chemical solutions ,upholstery tools,  hauling rugs 

and furniture and more



Advantages of a Direct Drive Truckmount

• Lower maintenance and ease of serviceability reduces costs and downtime . 

• Simple to operate and easy to train technicians make Direct Drives the perfect 

choice for fleet operations and less mechanically inclined owner/operators

• Even weight distribution reduces wear on van (less tires, shocks, brakes due to 

less weight and centrality of weight)

• Excellent warranty coverage with superior customer support and                                             

service through national distribution network and                                                           

corporate customer care team

The Next Generation of Direct Drive Truckmounts



Advantages of a Direct Drive Truckmount

• Value – maximum return on investment and highest re-sale 

values in the industry 

• Flexible and powerful performance allows for many uses. A 

perfect cleaning machine and ideal for flood and water damage 

restoration work, pressure washing, hard surface cleaning and 

more.

• HydraMaster longevity and reputation. We will be here for years 

to come to support you.

The Next Generation of Direct Drive Truckmounts



The Next Generation of Direct Drive Truckmounts

































We feel honored to be part of something as 

great as the HydraMaster CDS xDRIVE! 

The X-Drive  has served us faithfully and 

powerfully. We really like the entire setup and 

all the engineering that you all have put into it.

Here are some photos of our van.

We had the van insulated with spray foam and 

the walls covered in 1/2" plywood. Don't miss 

the "rainbow" cutout allowing for the recovery 

tank lid to open!

Jordan Flory

Clean and Restore



We have now operated our CDS xDrive for about 

300 system hours, and I must say we are thrilled with 

the truck mount. Its quiet, its efficient, and incredibly 

powerful. In fact since switching from our previous 

Butler System, the cost savings from maintenance 

and fuel (40% decrease!) alone is paying for this van 

right now. We will be buying another one this year, 

and expect to continue to add more of these systems 

to our fleet. Thank you HydraMaster for turning us 

on to this new technology.

Chris Wheeler





















“Tough as Nails” TITAN quality 

with a sleek new design



More intuitive and easier to use 

panel directions and graphics make 

it easier to train new technicians 

and easier to maintain



Enhanced appearance makes an 

impression on your professionalism 

to your cleaning or restoration 

customer



Truckmounts that match your 

perseverance at delivering 

optimum performance to your 

customers



Legendary performance and 

reliability from the innovation 

leader since 1971







Relentless

Dual wand workhorse 575



Relentless

Performance in the most challenging environments

575



425



Invest in your unlimited future

When it comes to cleaning solution temperature, there 

are a lot of empty promises made with truckmounts. The 

TITAN 575 from HydraMaster deliver uncompromising, 

unwavering hot cleaning solution temperature even 

under the most demanding conditions.

575



Invest in your unlimited future

In fact, field testing clearly demonstrates that the TITAN 

575 consistently produced 20-30°F degree higher 

temperatures under carpet and hard surface cleaning 

solution flow demand than comparable leading brand 

heat exchange truckmounts. If you want the hottest 

truckmount, the TITAN 575 is for you.

575



Invest in your unlimited future

The TITAN 575 is a TITAN amongst truckmounts, 

allowing you to run two wands so you can take on those 

big cleaning jobs with confidence and get the job done 

twice as fast. Incorporating HydraMaster’s industry 

exclusive true water conservation system, it can be 

inactive under a full vacuum load for as long as 40 

minutes without wasting fresh water.

575



Invest in your unlimited future

That means you can move furniture or apply prespray 
without running to shut off your machine, and your fresh 
water and recovery tanks need to be filled and emptied 
less often. Your hot water is used on the job, not 
dumped into the recovery tank, saving precious fuel 
each and every day. The TITAN 575 was designed for 
reliability and serviceability; removable magnetic panels 
make maintenance a cinch. For EXTREME performance in 
a compact and reliable package, the TITAN 575 has got 
your back.

575



Invest in your unlimited future

“I purchased a TITAN 575 about 2 months ago. I wish i
had known about the capabilities of the 575 a long time 
ago. This machine is amazing! With my Prochem® Peak ® 
I would spend 20 minutes warming it up. Not anymore! 
The heat on the TITAN 575 is incredible.  I have drying 
times as little as 1 hour and I can clean all day on my 100 
gallon tank.  I just had to let you know because there are 
a lot of carpet cleaners that don’t know just how 
advanced HydraMaster truckmounts have become. 
Thank you!”

John Rogers



Invest in your unlimited future

Specifications:

Engine:  Kubota 32.5HP Liquid Cooled Engine

• Fuel efficient – 1.7 gph at 300psi

• Keyless electronic ignition

• Exceptionally rigid cast iron block

• 3 cylinder OHV design

Solution Pump: Plunger pump with 2000 operating psi

• General HTX-1813 4.0 gpm solution pump

• 1200 psi heated pressure

Vacuum: 4007 Dominator Tri-Lobe Blower, 400+ CFM

• Direct coupler driven

• HydraMaster exclusive design

• Dual oil bath design with sight level windows

• Durable helical gear drive

Heating System: Full Divert Tube and finned tube Heat Exchanger

• Automatic Diverter Control (ADC) temperature control 

• Attains 265◦F temperature (200-210◦F continuous flow at 1.25GPM)

• Patented design and function: U.S. Patent No. 8,032,976

Dimensions: - 39”H x 26”W x 45”D

Wand Capability: Dual wand, full performance

Weight:  900lbs (console weight)

Chemical System: 

• Last-step chemical injection,

• Meter controlled

Applications:

• Residential, Large Commercial Carpet Cleaning

• Pressure Washing with full waste recovery capabilities

• Upholstery Cleaning

• Stone, Tile and Grout Cleaning

• Hard surface high pressure cleaning

425





A ferocious appetite for clean & dry

The perfect balance of 

power and simplicity 425



A ferocious appetite for clean & dry

425More horsepower, more heat



TITAN 425 vs The Competition

• It has all the power and performance you need without overkill. The 

23HP Briggs & Stratton Vanguard Engine provides you with more 

horsepower than most machines in its class – 12% more power which 

will allow your machine to operate better at elevated conditions and 

under maximum load conditions. This also extends the life of the 

engine.

• Control is a key also – the TITAN 425 allows you to choose the exact 

cleaning solution temperature you want rather than just a pre-

determined setting. 

• Simplicity reigns supreme, starting with the fact that the proven 

coupling system open configuration allows for excellent air circulation, 

while the competition’s belt driven system requires a belt cooling fan, 

adding one more layer of complexity. 

425Better heat control, less dumping



TITAN 425 vs The Competition

• The TITAN 425 is equipped with a water box drain valve 

which makes the machine easier to freeze guard, descale and 

service. With the competition’s machine the water box has to 

be drained by running the machine. 

• Plus because the TITAN 425 is 150# lighter than the 

competition, you will get improved gas mileage from your 

van and less wear on vehicle components.

• The TITAN 425 is easier to maintain too. It is designed 

around the HydraMaster “Arms-Length” philosophy of 

accessibility. 

425



TITAN 425 vs The Competition

• The TITAN 425 blower drive system can be easily serviced in less than an hour with easily 

accessibility to the drive system. Blower oil drain hoses make changing your blower oil easier to 

do, and with less mess. The competition uses plugs that are hard to get to. Magnetic panels allow 

for quick and easy access to all components.

• The patented heat control system with the ADC Control Diverter manages heat for more 

consistent temperature delivery and far less water dumping. In fact, in comparison testing, the 

Boxxer 423S maintains a 5 -10° Fahrenheit temperature advantage versus the competition in a 

continuous flow mode for hard surface cleaning and pressure washing. 

• The OptiAir Flow System reduces noise resulting in a quieter machine. The compact footprint 

maximizes the van space creating greater cubic feet for your gear and without being too “top-

heavy” like some machines. 

• Finally , the helical gear splash lube tri-lobe blower produces 350+ CFM resulting in faster drying 

carpets and floors and better water extraction.

425



Easier, Quieter, and Ready for Your Greatest Cleaning 

Challenge
• The TITAN 425 has also reduced noise by optimizing airflow 

with the OPTI-AIR™ flow system through the entire machine 

which provides more consistent heat performance and 

makes the machine quieter in operation. You can clean 

everything from the filthiest carpet, to the most delicate 

upholstery fabric, to the grimiest tile or concrete floor. 

• The TITAN 425 heat control system automatically manages 

water heating – allowing less water dumping, and gives 

more consistent temperatures during intermittent wand use; 

e.g., moving furniture while cleaning. With heated solution 

of 1000psi, you are ready for just about any cleaning job. It’s 

excellent for flood extraction too. 

425



Briggs and Stratton Vanguard Engine
• 23 HP Engine
• Dependable 2 Cylinder OHV Design
• Fuel-Efficient Technology
• External Oil Cooler
• Keyed ignition
• Engine choke and throttle
• 1.1 gph fuel consumption

MD Pneumatics  Competitor 4005 Tri-Lobe 
Blower
• HydraMaster Exclusive Design
• Pulsation and Sound Reduced
• No Grease Fittings, Oil bath at both ends
• Helical Gear Drive
• Oil Level Sight Windows

Multi-Stage Heat Exchangers
• Advanced Heat-Exchanger System
• 240 Maximum Temperature, 

160 to 235 Operating Range
• Stainless steel coil Engine Exhaust 

Exchanger
• Divert tube and fin Blower 

Exhaust Exchanger

Comet Pressure Pump
• 3.5 gpm plunger solution pump
• Operating Pressure, 0 to 1,000 PSI
• Electric Clutch

Dimensions: - 24”W x 32”H x 36”D

Wand Capability: Single

Weight:  563 lbs. (Console weight)

Chemical System: Last-step 
chemical injection, meter 
controlled

Applications: 
• Residential,  Commercial 

Carpet Cleaning
• Pressure Washing with full 

waste recovery capabilities
• Upholstery Cleaning
• Concrete, stone, Tile and 

Grout Cleaning
• Hard surface high pressure 

cleaning
• Water extraction

425





Step up your game

325



Perfectly sized for companies who do residential and 
light commercial who also do water damage 
restoration! Finally, you don’t have to put up with 
barely adequate performance to get an affordable 
entry-level machine. The TITAN 325 takes the entry 
level truckmount to new heights. It’s perfect for 
operators who want to step up their game.

325

Step up your game



Plus the new TITAN 325 is equipped with an expanded 
fin tubed heat exchange thermal accumulation system 
with 40% more heating capacity than before. The 
TITAN 325 has been tested to be the HOTTEST machine 
in its class

325

Step up your game



325



The HydraClutch™ pump clutch allows the solution 

pressure side of the machine to be turned off while 

performing flood and water extraction with your 

truckmount which reduces wear and protects 

components. The primary advantage is the machine 

does not require a water source to be connected to the 

machine to keep operating. With the pump turned off 

the machine will not add water to the recovery tank, as 

it no longer is required to pump high pressure water to 

maintain internal temperatures. This allows for an 

increased capacity in the recovery tank, maximizing your 

time in extracting water. This also enables the machine 

to be operated in any location as it is not necessary to be 

near a fresh water source. 

325



Best of all, you’ll be investing in a truckmount with the 

reliability and proven track record that only comes with 

owning a HydraMaster.

Key Features:

• Space saving design – takes up less cubic feet in the van 

or trailer

• Compact, tested design – easy for new operators to 

learn how to achieve excellent results

• Hydra-Clutch Pump Clutch Standard

• Hard surface cleaning at 1,000 psi

• Easy Maintenance, high reliability

• Quieter operation

325



Machine Specifications:

Briggs & Stratton® 

Vanguard™ Engine:

• Fuel-efficient 18 HP engine

• Reliable 2 cylinder OHV design

• Keyed ignition

• Easy maintenance

Competitor® SL 3006 Blower

• Hardened, precision helical gears

• Double row ball bearings at gear 

end

• Precision machined ductile iron 

rotors

• Dual oil bath design with oil level 

sight  windows 

Comet High Pressure Pump:

• 3.5 gpm capacity

• Operating pressure, 0 to 1,000 psi

• Clean carpet and hard surfaces

❑ Dimensions: 24”W x 31”H x 

36”D

❑ Weight: 570 lbs

❑ Ignition: Electric key start

❑ Hydra-Clutch Pump Clutch

❑ Chemical System: last-step 

chemical injection, meter 

controlled

❑ Heating System: Expanded  

Finned tube heat exchanger 

/thermal accumulator with 

copper tubes for max 

temperature up to 220°F(170-

200°F at 1.25gpm water flow)

❑ Wand Capacity: Single

❑ Fuel Consumption: 1.0 gph

❑ Uses: Residential and Light 

Commercial

325







Purpose Built for Restoration and Flood Work

Purpose built to extract water, the TITAN H20 is a 
specialist in its field. HydraMaster has designed 
this machine exclusively for the water and fire 
damage restoration contractor. It has everything 
you need to remove water in a hurry, but it’s 75% 
easier to operate than a traditional truckmount  
and requires 50% less maintenance.



Purpose Built for Restoration and Flood Work

The TITAN H20 has the power you need for major 
flood work and water removal in a hurry. With a 
liquid cooled, 32.5HP engine and over 400+CFM, 
there’s more than enough power to handle extra-
long hose reaches with dual wands to achieve 
quick-drying.



Specifications:
Engine:  Kubota 32.5HP Liquid Cooled Engine
• Fuel efficient – 1.7 gph at 300psi
• Keyless electronic ignition
• Exceptionally rigid cast iron block
• 3 cylinder OHV design

Vacuum: 4007 Dominator Tri-Lobe Blower, 400+ CFM
• Direct coupler driven
• HydraMaster exclusive design
• Dual oil bath design with sight level windows
• Durable helical gear drive

Dimensions: - 39”H x 26”W x 45”D

Wand Capability: Dual wand, full performance

Weight:  775lbs (console weight)



Mobile Truckmounts





Coming in 2019!



What is a Truckmount to Go?

The HydraMaster TMTG4000 Truck Mount to Go is 

a mobile, high performance cleaning and 

extraction system designed for restoration and 

cleaning contractors, facility managers, and 

disaster emergency response teams who need an 

easy to operate and easy to transport unit. It can 

be directly delivered to the job site and off-loaded 

for immediate and on-going deep cleaning and 

extraction of carpets, upholstery, hard surface 

floors, sidewalk, porches and entry way cleaning; 

water and flood extraction, and pressure washing 

where immediate collection of cleaning solutions 

and soiling are beneficial.



How does it work?

The complete self-contained, turn-key system can be 

transported via flatbed or pick-up truck, van, trailer, 

container, pod, or even an industrial cart. As the unit 

provides its own power, no electricity is needed. The 

complete system includes: a wastewater recovery tank; 

high capacity automatic wastewater disposal system (for 

pumping wastewater to an on-location sanitary sewage 

access point); fuel tank; solution hoses mounted on a 

high capacity hose reel; vacuum hoses mounted on a 

hook, and a cleaning and extraction wand. In addition, 

the TMTG uses a state-of-the-art heat exchange system to 

heat the cleaning solution which, eliminates the need for 

the second fuel source required by hot water pressure 

washers.



Applications

❑ Carpet Cleaning

❑ Water and flood extraction

❑ Upholstery Cleaning

❑ Stone, Tile & Concrete Floor Cleaning

❑ Hard Surface Floors

❑ Water Damage Restoration

❑ Pressure Washing

❑ Vehicle Detailing

Permanent Vehicle Mounting is Not Required

The TMTG does not require the contractor or 

facility to permanently tie up the transport 

vehicle. The unit is simply forklifted into the 

transport vehicle for delivery to the job site, 

or shipped by container or crate to the 

worksite.



✓ TMTG is not just limited to water extraction like 

other mobile systems. It provides restorative, 

deep cleaning and water extraction capabilities. 

Most restoration job sites require 

comprehensive deep cleaning needs after the 

flood waters have been extracted

✓ Proven power, vacuum, and cleaning solution 

delivery platform used on HydraMaster’s most 

popular slide-in mounted truckmount systems

✓ Protective sub-frame equipped with forklift 

guides for safe and easy loading and unloading

✓ Lightweight enough it can be loaded on John 

Deere ProGator® or Toro Workman ® utility 

vehicles for easy transport on college and 

industrial campuses, amusement parks, and 

resorts.



Specifications 

o Power Plant: 23HP Briggs & Stratton Vanguard Air Cooled gasoline engine operating 

at 3000 RPM (Approximately 1.1 gph of fuel consumption)

o Vacuum Blower: Tuthill Dominator 4005 positive displacement blower. Directly coupled 

for Vacuum to 12”Hg and up to 350+ CFM

o Solution Pump: Comet 3.5 gpm solution pump with up to 1000 operating psi

o Heating System: Dual stage Thermal Capture and Heat Exchange System for cleaning 

solution temperatures consistently maintained above 200°F at 1.5gpm water flow

o Frame: Corrosion-resistant powder coated steel

o Automatic Wastewater Disposal System

o Fuel tank and supply system will be EPA/CARB certified for permeation and evaporative 

emissions compliance and is NFPA approved for safety



Coming in 2019!



The numbers add up to 

your perfect truckmount

31 H.P., 400+ CFM, 1200 PSI HOT, 245°F
<$$22,000



The numbers add up to 

your perfect truckmount

You get uncompromising performance in a high 

level dual wand power-packed truckmount from the 

Boxxer XL. Incorporating time tested “best 

concepts” in design and engineering provides built-

in reliability. Yet the Boxxer XL provides innovative 

and industry- first features that place it on a level 

previously unachieved for a machine in its class. 



The numbers add up to 

your perfect truckmount

Utilizing the HydraMaster Water Conservation System, it can 

be inactive under a full vacuum load for as long as 40 

minutes without wasting fresh water. Whether you are 

setting up for carpet cleaning, or doing water extraction on 

a flood job, the “no-dump”/full bypass heat exchanger 

system means your hot water is used on the job, not 

dumped into the recovery tank, saving precious fuel every 

day.



The numbers add up to 

your perfect truckmount

The Boxxer XL also sets a new standard for quieter operation 

due to innovative concepts and design in routing and 

controlling the flow of blower air and exhaust gas. The Boxxer 

XL produces a decibel level of 68db (at industry standard 

measurements of 12” Hg, 1.6 gpm water flow with closed 

doors). This is equivalent  to the noise level previously only 

available with clutch drive, direct drive systems. The Boxxer XL 

is 20% quieter than a comparable slide-in truckmount.



The numbers add up to 

your perfect truckmount

The Boxxer XL produces performance levels that most 

truckmounts only dream about – True dual wand capabilities; 

400+CFM (static measurement), attains 245◦F temperature 
(185◦F continuous flow at 1.25GPM); and proven and tested 

coupler direct driven blower. Time tested and proven frame 

and drive system reduces vibration and wear on componentry. 

Accessibility and serviceability with removable magnetic panels 

makes maintenance a breeze.



Specifications:

Engine: 31 HP Briggs & Stratton Air Cooled Engine

• Fuel efficient – 1.6 gph

• Keyed ignition

• Nationwide serviceability

Solution Pump: Plunger pump with 1200 operating psi

• General HTX-1813 4.0 gpm solution pump

• Electric clutch-control

Vacuum: 4007 Dominator Tri-Lobe Blower, 400+ CFM

• Direct coupler driven

• HydraMaster exclusive design

• Dual oil bath design with sight level windows

• Durable helical gear drive

Heating System: Full Divert Tube and finned tube Heat 

Exchanger

• Automatic Diverter Control (ADC) temperature control 

• Attains 245◦F temperature (185◦F continuous flow at 

1.25GPM)

• Patented design and function: U.S. Patent No. 8,032,976

Dimensions: - 39”H x 24”W x 41”D

Wand Capability: Dual wand, full performance

Weight:  800lbs (console weight)

Chemical System: 

• Last-step chemical injection,

• Meter controlled

Applications:

• Residential, Large Commercial Carpet Cleaning

• Pressure Washing with full waste recovery capabilities

• Upholstery Cleaning

• Stone, Tile and Grout Cleaning

• Hard surface high pressure cleaning







Pressure Wash with Heat at 1500 psi..

The all new Boxxer 318HP is a dedicated hard 

surface cleaning and pressure washing 

truckmounted extractor designed specifically to 

provide heated water at pressures up to 1500 psi, 

yet affordable enough to start your business or 

add to your carpet cleaning fleet. With the 

residential market share for carpet as a floor 

covering having fallen by 30% in the last 5 years, 

the market for restorative cleaning of tile, stone, 

and concrete floors is growing larger every year.



The Boxxer 318HP is equipped with several exclusive 

features which make it ideal for dedicated hard surface 

cleaning. 

• First, the chemical solution pump is constructed of 

stainless steel (Most truckmount chemical solution 

pumps are brass) with an integrated shut-off valve to 

deal with the higher pressures typically associated with 

hard surface cleaning. 

• Secondly, a specially engineered heater coil is used to 

withstand the rigors of constant high pressure cleaning 

applications (up to 1500psi.) 

• Finally, keeping the hot water flowing (180-210°F) even 

at higher pressures allows you to take advantage of the 

cleaning power of hot water to reduce chemical usage.



• The Boxxer 318HP provides you with pressure washing 

capabilities, but with the powerful 3006 Competitor SL Vacuum 

Blower, you have waste water recovery capabilities no pressure 

washer has. 

• The powerful 1500 psi pressure is complimented by the fact the 

water is heated without using a secondary fuel source. 

• The Boxxer 318HP comes standard with the HydraMaster RX-15H 

rotary hard surface tool meaning you are equipped and ready to 

clean on day one. 

• The maintenance friendly design of the Boxxer 318HP includes 

glass sights to monitor oil levels and the unique last step chemical 

injection system eliminates chemical build-up in the pump and 

heat exchanger.



Briggs & Stratton®  Vanguard™ Engine:

• Fuel-efficient 18HP engine, 1.0GPH

• Reliable 2 cylinder OHV design

• Keyed ignition

• Easy maintenance

Competitor® SL 3006 Blower

• Hardened, precision helical gears

• Double row ball bearings at gear end

• Precision machined ductile iron rotors

• Dual oil bath design with oil level sight  

windows 

High Pressure Pump:

• 3.5 gpm capacity

• Operating pressure, 0 to 1,500 psi

• Clean carpet and hard surfaces and 

pressure wash

Machine Specifications:

• Dimensions: 24”W x 31”H x 36”D

• Weight: 570 lbs

• Ignition: Electric key start

• Chemical System: last-step chemical 

injection, meter controlled

• Heating System: Finned tube heat 

exchanger with stainless steel tubes

• Wand Capacity: Single

• Fuel Consumption: 1.0 gph

• Uses: Residential and Commercial







Better Cleaning, Faster Drying, Reduced Fatigue

The #1 selling professional cleaning wand series 

in the world!

Now the full line of Evolution Wands and tools 

provide the professional cleaner and restorer  

with a wide range of problem solving and quick 

drying options whether using a truckmount or 

portable extractor, doing water damage and 

flood extraction, cleaning hard surface floors, or 

taking care of fine upholstery.

Evolution Wand Series
Rotationally Molded Delrin® Glide Wands and Tools



About the Evolution Wand Technology
HydraMaster took wand and tool design to the next level 

with the development of the technology with the 

Evolution Wand Series. Using a copolymer process to 

rotationally mold cleaning wands has resulted in tools 

that are lighter, more durable, and outperform traditional 

stainless steel wands and tools. Through scientific testing, 

the Evolution Wand series was designed to smooth 

airflow and boost water recovery performance. Side by 

side comparative testing of the 1.5” Evolution Wand 

against many of the other types of wands available 

resulted in ½ of the residual moisture per square foot, and 

has shown unmatched performance versus any other type 

of wand. 

Better Cleaning, Faster Drying, Reduced Fatigue



Better Cleaning, Faster Drying, Reduced Fatigue

About the Evolution Wand Technology
The rotationally molded wand heads and aircraft 

aluminum tubes make the Evolution Wand Series nearly 

half the weight as comparable stainless steel wands and 

tools. Evolution wands and tools are custom fitted with a 

Delrin® acetyl glide with a glide holder that is molded or 

mounted to the wand or tool head for an airtight fit. Many 

aftermarket Teflon glides used on traditional wands are 

designed to fit a wide variety of tools and often don’t fit 

well and slip and slide off. The Delrin® glides are especially 

matched to the glide holder on each Evolution Wand 

giving it an airtight seal and making it easily replaceable.



Better Cleaning, Faster Drying, Reduced Fatigue

Evolution Wand Series
Rotationally Molded Delrin® Glide Wands and Tools



Better Cleaning, Faster Drying, Reduced Fatigue

1.5” Evolution Wand
Rotationally Molded Delrin Glide Carpet Cleaning Wand (13” head, 2 jet) 

Half the Weight, Twice the Performance
• Rotationally molded to reduce weight and increase durability

• Laminar airflow design improves water recovery, increases extraction 

performance, and reduces drying time

• Laboratory tested to leave less residual moisture in the carpet

• Delrin glide holder is rotationally molded into the wand head for airtight 

fit and no slippage

• Designed to be used with both truckmounts and portable extractors (all 

jet sizes included)

Part #000-163-034



Better Cleaning, Faster Drying, Reduced Fatigue

1.5” Evolution Wand
Rotationally Molded Delrin Glide Carpet Cleaning Wand (13” head, 2 jet) 

Part #000-163-034

Specifications: 1.5”, 2-jet Evolution Wand (13”)

• 13” head, 2 jet

• Weight: 6.5 lbs.

• Head: Roto-molded LLDPE

• Glide Receiver: 6061T6 aircraft aluminum

• Glide holder: Delrin – removable, replaceable

• Vacuum tube: 1.5” powder coated 6061 T6 aircraft 

aluminum

• Jets: (2) 110° #1 tips .8 GPM AT 500 psi

• Solution Line: 3000psi high pressure hose with stainless 

steel end fittings

• For 100-200 psi portables, use #001 jets (installed)

• For 200psi+ portables, and BOXXER 318, 318HP, 423S 

Truckmounts,  use #002 jets (included)

• For BOXXER XL, Titan 575, 875 use #003 jets. (included)

Part #000-163-034



Better Cleaning, Faster Drying, Reduced Fatigue

Part #000-163-034

2.0” Truckmount Evolution Wand
Rotationally Molded Delrin Glide Carpet Cleaning Wand (16” head, 6 jet) 

Part #000-163-035

2”, 6-jet Evolution Truckmount Wand (16’)
• Weight: 8.8 lbs.

• Head:  16” wide rotomolded head designed for 

laminar airflow

• Glide Receiver: 6061T6 aircraft aluminum

• Glide: Delrin – removable, replaceable

• Vacuum tube: 2” powder coated 6061 T6 aircraft 

aluminum

• Jets: (6) #1 tips (4-110 ° /2-95 ° on ends)  - 1.75 GPM 

AT 500 psi

• Solution Line: Parker ¼” 3000psi high pressure hose 

with hydraulic swaged fittings

• Valve: Rated to 1200 psi

• Flow: At 500psi – 1.75 gallons per minute



Better Cleaning, Faster Drying, Reduced Fatigue

Part #000-163-034

2.0” Truckmount Evolution Wand
Rotationally Molded Delrin Glide Carpet Cleaning Wand (16” head, 6 jet) 

Half the Weight, Twice the Performance
• Rotationally molded to reduce weight (only 8.8#) and increase durability

• Laminar airflow design improves airflow, increases extraction 

performance, and reduces drying time

• 2” diameter vacuum tube increases airflow for faster drying and fits 

perfectly to 2” vacuum hose without the need for reducing couplers that 

can limit performance

• 6 stainless steel spray jets are strategically placed on the stainless steel 

spray bar for maximum coverage, and the wide 16” cleaning head 

increase productivity by 30% over 1.5” wand



Better Cleaning, Faster Drying, Reduced Fatigue

Evolution Titanium 2” Wand
Rotationally Molded Head, Titanium Tube, Delrin Glide Carpet Cleaning Wand (16” head, 6 jet wand)

The lightest head and the lightest and most 

durable wand tube
• Designed for maximum corrosion resistance, yet 2lbs. 

lighter than a 2” stainless steel wand

• Flow control orifice keeps maximum control over flow 

and reduces clogging

• Durable, yet lightweight

• Titanium tube

• Rotationally molded to reduce weight and increase 

durability

• Laminar airflow design improves water recovery 

which increases extraction performance and reduces 

drying times
Part #000-163-054



Evolution Titanium 2” Wand
Rotationally Molded Head, Titanium Shaft, Delrin Glide Carpet Cleaning Wand (16” head, 6 jet wand)

Specifications
• Weight: 8.8 lbs.

• Head:  16” wide rotomolded head designed 

for laminar airflow

• Glide holder: 304 stainless steel

• Glide: Delrin – removable, replaceable custom 

airtight fit

• Vacuum tube: 2” powder coated Grade 2 

Titanium

• Stainless Steel jets: (6) #1 tips (4-110 ° /2-95 °

on ends) 

• Solution Line: Parker ¼” 3000psi high 

pressure hose with stainless steel end fittings

• Valve: Rated to 2500 psi

• Flow: At 500psi – 1.75 gallons per minute Part #000-163-054



Evolution Flood Extraction Wand
Rotationally Molded Head, Delrin Glide Water Extraction Wand (16” head)

• The Aluminum tube and Rotomold head make it extremely lightweight 

helping reduce fatigue on the technician. The sealed Delrin® glides 

help push the wand across the carpet, and are tapered to keep a good 

seal on the fibers.

• No other tool has made such a dramatic increase in water recovery  

due to its laminar airflow design

Part Number: 000-163-058

Specifications
• Weight: 6.8 lbs.

• Head:  16” wide rotomold head designed for laminar airflow

• Glide Receiver: 6061T6 aircraft aluminum

• Glide: Delrin – removable, replaceable

• Vacuum tube: 2” powder coated 6061 T6 aircraft aluminum



Evolution Stair Wand
Rotationally Molded Head, Delrin Glide Wand for Stairs and Hard to Reach Places (10” head, 1-jet)

Part #000-163-759

Lighter and more durable than stainless steel stair wands 

and tools
• Through scientific testing, the Evolution Stair Wand was 

designed to smooth airflow and boost water recovery 

performance. A rotationally molded head and aircraft aluminum 

tube make the Evolution Stair Wand lighter than most other stair 

wands or tools and more durable

• Ergonomically angled wand tube for fatigue reduction

• Laminar like airflow design improves airflow, increases extraction 

performance, and reduces drying time – leaves less residual 

moisture

• Delrin glide is mounted to the rotationally molded head for easy 

removal, clean-out, and replacement

• Brass check valve/stainless steel Inline filter with brass quick-

connect prevents clogging and is easy to clean out

• 10” head with single jet spray application



Evolution Stair Wand
Rotationally Molded Head, Delrin Glide Wand for Stairs and Hard to Reach Places (10” head, 1-jet)

Part #000-163-759

Specifications
• Weight: 4.5 lbs.

• Head: 10” Roto-molded LLDPE

• Glide: Delrin® – removable, 

replaceable

• Vacuum tube: 1.5” powder coated 

6061 T6 aircraft aluminum

• Jet: 1 - #004 tip- 1.12gpm AT 500 psi

• Solution Line: High performance ¼” 

3000psi high pressure hose with 

stainless steel end fittings

• Valve: Rated to 1000 psi 

(recommended usage 100 – 500psi)

Part #000-163-759



Part #000-163-759

Evolution Glided Upholstery Tool
Rotationally Molded Head, Delrin® Glided Upholstery Tool (4” head, shear angle single jet)

New to the Evolution line of cleaning tools for 

the cleaning and restoration professional and 

the cleaning contractor is the Evolution Glided 

Upholstery Tool. This durable, rotationally 

molded tool is lighter than conventional steel 

upholstery tools, reducing hand and wrist 

fatigue in upholstery cleaning. The Evolution 

Upholstery Tool was designed to smooth airflow 

and boost water recovery performance as 

compared to the harsh angles of a steel tool. 

Best of all, the glided head moves across the 

upholstery fabric better and increases water 

recovery.

Part #000-163-617 



Part #000-163-759

Evolution Glided Upholstery Tool
Rotationally Molded Head, Delrin® Glided Upholstery Tool (4” head, shear angle single jet)

Part #000-163-617 

• The cleaning angle of the single jet shears across the fabric 

rather than directly down onto it greatly reducing your 

chances of over-wetting. 

• Rotationally molded to reduce weight and increase durability

• Laminar like airflow design improves airflow, increases 

extraction performance, and reduces drying time.

• Ergonomically designed to reduce operator fatigue and 

ensure proper recovery when cleaning surfaces with unique 

geometry.

• Delrin glide is mounted to the rotationally molded tool head 

for airtight fit and no slippage

• Plastic glide is less likely to develop burrs than a steel tool 

head which could damage delicate upholstery fabrics. Also, 

glide can be replaced when worn



Part #000-163-759

Evolution Glided Upholstery Tool
Rotationally Molded Head, Delrin® Glided Upholstery Tool (4” head, shear angle single jet)

Part #000-163-617 

Specifications
• Weight: 1.5#

• Head: 4” Roto-molded LLDPE

• Glide:  Delrin® – removable, replaceable

• Jet: #002 tip

• Valve: Rated to 1200psi (Solution pressure of 40-

80psi is recommended on upholstery)



Evolution Wand Rack/Holder
Rugged and Durable ABS Plastic

1.5” Holder: Part #000-078-945
2.0” Holder: Part #000-078-946 

Quit fumbling around in the back of your 

van or work vehicle trying to find the right 

place for your Evolution Wands. Those clips 

don’t hold up and often don’t fit, but you 

need to clear floor space and have a place 

where your technicians know the wand 

always goes.  The Evolution Multi-Purpose 

Wand Rack/Holder is designed to provide a 

more professional look to your van, while 

simultaneously increasing your van 

organization and efficiency. It protects your 

wands, and all of the other contents of your 

van from damage being inflicted by falling 

wands.



Evolution Wand Rack/Holder
Rugged and Durable ABS Plastic

Specifications

• The Evolution Multi-Purpose Wand Rack is 

manufactured with black durable ABS plastic that is 

corrosion resistant

• Comes in a 1.5” version and a 2” version. The 1.5” 

version is specifically designed to hold the 1.5 

Evolution Wand or Evolution Stair Wand. It will also 

hold most standard stainless steel 1.5” wands and 

some 1.5” “S” Bend stainless steel wands. The 2” 

version is designed to hold the 2” Evolution Wand and 

the 2” Titanium Evolution Wand. It will also hold most 

standard stainless steel or Titanium 2.0” wands and 

some 2.0” “S” Bend stainless steel wands

• The auto-secure tensioner “locks” the wand in place so 

it will not fall out, even when making sudden stops or 

turning sharp corners

• Can be mounted either to the side of the van or the 

roof

1.5” Holder: Part #000-078-945
2.0” Holder: Part #000-078-946 



Evolution Wand Rack/Holder
Rugged and Durable ABS Plastic

Specifications
• Added slot will simultaneously store and hold a 

carpet grooming tool or rake (van side-mount 
only)

• 3 additional holes on the rack allow you to use 
bungee cords/wraps to store other hoses and 
accessories in place

• Standard kits come with two brackets
• Recommended mounting is directly to the rib of 

the van
• Two kits can be mounted on one wall to hold 

multiple wands

1.5” Holder: Part #000-078-945
2.0” Holder: Part #000-078-946 



Better Cleaning, Faster Drying, Reduced Fatigue

Evolution Wand Series
Rotationally Molded Delrin® Glide Wands and Tools





DriMaster 3 Upholstery Cleaning Tool
Hi-Flow Hyper-Velocity Jetless Cleaning Technology



DriMaster 3 Upholstery Cleaning Tool
Hi-Flow Hyper-Velocity Jetless Cleaning Technology

The problem with conventional upholstery cleaning tools
• Cleaning upholstery fabrics with conventional tools has 

traditionally meant the technician had to bypass the power of 

their cleaning equipment rather than taking advantage of it

• To avoid spraying water too deep into the upholstery and 

causing overwetting, the technician had to reduce their 

solution flow and their solution pressure

• With extreme soiling, multiple wet passes would mean soaking 

and overwetting the fabric and the cushion behind it, leading 

to slower cleaning and increased potential for fabric bleeding, 

browning, and shrinkage

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=lqwTimw78cAZ3M&tbnid=OxcPy6VZzS5dqM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.ebay.com/bhp/upholstery-cleaning-wand&ei=1r8XU9vrMYLGrQGh6oCoCg&bvm=bv.62577051,d.aWM&psig=AFQjCNGIOzFVy4EtOeAQ6A-xhJkgU05Cqg&ust=1394151713158448


DriMaster 3 Upholstery Cleaning Tool
Hi-Flow Hyper-Velocity Jetless Cleaning Technology

The problem with conventional upholstery cleaning 

tools
• Plus, as the solution dripped from the tool or gathered 

at the end of the tool pass, it was easy for streaking to 

occur

• The low solution pressure and water flow rates will 

often not activate the heating functions of your 

truckmount, meaning that you are forced to clean with 

lukewarm water or too scalding hot of water

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=9XO_NcmMaOnqIM&tbnid=4xXl3eR0NRXWqM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.dexknows.com/local/home_improvement/guides_and_videos/about-steam-cleaning-upholstery-7167/&ei=jsAXU-OEEYyXrgHpjoGoAg&bvm=bv.62577051,d.aWM&psig=AFQjCNEr18XK4995UYIJvubA0UyFgPASQA&ust=1394151784272983


DriMaster 3 Upholstery Cleaning Tool
Hi-Flow Hyper-Velocity Jetless Cleaning Technology

Hi-Flow Hyper-Velocity Jetless Cleaning Technology 
Virtually eliminates the most common cause of upholstery 

cleaning problems , overwetting – helping you greatly 

reduce the chances of bleeding, shrinking, and browning



DriMaster 3 Upholstery Cleaning Tool
Hi-Flow Hyper-Velocity Jetless Cleaning Technology

Hi-Flow, Hyper-Velocity fluid stream technology 
Allows you to utilize the power of your truckmount or high 

performance portable extractor rather than by-passing it and 

keeps your truckmount heating system operating throughout 

the cleaning



DriMaster 3 Upholstery Cleaning Tool
Hi-Flow Hyper-Velocity Jetless Cleaning Technology

Solution is applied in thin, flat hyper-velocity fluid stream 

for even application. The constant solution flow is trained 

by the patented injector bar and slotted vacuum port 

system. The cleaning solution shears across the fabric, 

rather than directly spraying into it, which greatly 

minimizes the likelihood of over-wetting the fabric. Plus, 

the immediate vacuum recovery of solution flow means less 

residual moisture



DriMaster 3 Upholstery Cleaning Tool
Hi-Flow Hyper-Velocity Jetless Cleaning Technology

• Faster cleaning means more money for you, less 

fatiguing means you can clean upholstery in volumes

• Leaves the fabric cleaner and dryer

• 20% larger cleaning head means faster cleaning than 

the competitive upholstery tools

• No carpel tunnel syndrome here  - Jetless, no trigger 

valve technology for less hand strain

• No heat loss from atomizing 



DriMaster 3 Upholstery Cleaning Tool
Hi-Flow Hyper-Velocity Jetless Cleaning Technology

3rd Generation Enhancements
Molded glide lips means a smoother surface with 

nothing to wear out virtually eliminating any chance 

of fabric snagging



DriMaster 3 Upholstery Cleaning Tool
Hi-Flow Hyper-Velocity Jetless Cleaning Technology

3rd Generation Enhancements

The tool is easy to clean out and even easier to service! 

Just undo four screws and remove the nose cone for 

complete access. Push to connect fittings between the 

valve and bar jet allow for cleaning access and easy 

replacement.



DriMaster 3 Upholstery Cleaning Tool
Hi-Flow Hyper-Velocity Jetless Cleaning Technology

3rd Generation Enhancements
If nose cone gets dropped, cracked or chipped, 

just replace the nose cone. This extends the 

useful life of your tool for long term profitable 

cleaning.



DriMaster 3 Upholstery Cleaning Tool
Hi-Flow Hyper-Velocity Jetless Cleaning Technology

A perfect spot and stain removal 

tool for oriental rugs – flushes 

though the rug for better removal 

without overwetting!



DriMaster 3 Upholstery Cleaning Tool
Hi-Flow Hyper-Velocity Jetless Cleaning Technology

Also the ideal high productivity 

tool for office partitions (cubicle) 

cleaning – safe and effective -

better soil removal without 

overwetting!



The Stakes Have Been Raised…



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 

The RX20 set the standard for Rotary Jet Extraction®

cleaning, with over 25,500 units sold over the last 

36 years. Now, the New RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet 

Extraction® Tool redefines that standard and “ups 

the ante.”

The Stakes Have Been Raised…



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 

Easier to handle, more comfortable to operate
• Additional momentary switch sustains head 

rotation and allows user to operate with left hand 

only

• Additional lower rear carry handle



Easier to handle,  more comfortable to operate
• No slip handle locking mechanism is easier to use 

and self locking– tee handle, spring pull, latches 

with positive locks at 5-7 degree increments

RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 

New feature extends your cleaning reach, 

optimizes productivity
• On-board crevice tool with robust design and 

storage bracket increases your cleaning reach 

and allows for uninterrupted deep 

cleaning/vacuuming of edges and corners

• The customer and technician can see the soil 

being extracted through the clear tube



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 

Less fatiguing, operate longer
• Comfortable re-designed ergonomic 

operator handle 

• Handle angle positioned for comfort 

and productivity

(15 degrees up, 10.5 degrees back)



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 

Enhanced engineering design reduces 

complexity, easier to train technicians
• Redesigned and enhanced label artwork and 

color graphics provide detailed operation 

instructions right on the handle

• Smooth wheels help prevent picking up debris 

during transport



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 

Streamlined manufacturing practices
• Reduction in number of parts, and more of the 

mechanisms built into the cast and molded 

handle

• 35 years of accumulated knowledge in 

manufacturing resulted in improved processes 

and designs



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 

Contractor Price: $3,095



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 

• The RX20 NextGen Rotary Jet Extractor® 

continues to revolutionize the way professional 

cleaners and restorers deep clean carpets.  

• It cleans the carpet fiber from five different 

angles. With three spray jets matched with 5 

vacuum slots that are independently suspended 

by a flexible spring arm, the RX20 NextGen 

makes over 650 cleaning passes per minute. 

This super agitation, combined with the unit’s 

weight cleans a carpet deeper, extracting soil 

and cleaning solution. 



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 
• The rotating head cleans all sides of the carpet fiber, 

fluffing up and restoring the pile. The cleaning head 

floats and glides across the carpet. The self-propelled 

RX20 NextGen glides over the carpet; the rotary action 

of the cleaning head does all the work. The RX20 

NextGen sweeps back and forth with just a slight 

change of balance on the handle. The effort needed to 

use an RX20 NextGen is a fraction of that used 

scrubbing back and forth with a wand.

• Best of all, the extraction recovery performance of the 

RX20 NextGen dries the carpet faster than ever. The 

results are astounding, especially on extremely soiled, 

matted carpet. 



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 
• The RX20 NextGen delivers consistent results all day 

long and is not operator dependent. Using a rotary jet 

extractor often means you'll be cleaning at the same 

quick pace at the end of the day as when you started; 

consistent effort that translates into consistent quality 

and happy customers. 

• Customers will be impressed by the high-tech 

approach to cleaning that the RX20 NextGen 

provides, setting your cleaning company apart from 

those that use a conventional scrub or drag wand. 

Experience has shown this to be true as repeat 

customers often call specifically requesting the rotary 

extraction of an RX20 NextGen.



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 

“It is like that famous battery bunny. It just keeps 
going and going and going. It does not tire out 

even after I have, which means I clean 
consistently the same way throughout the job 

and day”
Bruce D.



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 

Now the RX20 NEXTGEN is available in a 

version that is optimized for use with  

high performance portable extractors -

Part # 700-041-334

You can use this special version of the RX20 

NEXTGEN with a high performance portable 

extractor like the PEX 500, the HydraPort 400 or 

1200 psi model, or the King Cobra 1200 Pro. It comes 

down to the air flow needs of your extractor 

matching up best with the rotary tool. Truckmount

Head
Portable 

Head



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 

Now the RX20 NEXTGEN is available in a 

version that is optimized for use with  

high performance portable extractors -

Part # 700-041-334

• HydraMaster has changed with jets and skids on 

this special model. The jets allow the standard 

volume of water to flow onto the carpet, but the 

genius part is the skids are designed specifically 

for lower air flow (that portables need) and 

optimized for the best recovery.

• There are five smaller quick connect jets on the 

portable version of the RX20 NEXTGEN that are 

designed to complement the portable version of 

the stainless skids that allow for optimizing the 

lesser vacuum you see out of portables.

Truckmount

Head
Portable 

Head



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 

Now the RX20 NEXTGEN is available in 

a version that is optimized for use with  

high performance portable extractors -

Part # 700-041-334

• Special angles on the skids have been 

demonstrated to enhance water recovery with 

the less vacuum flow of a portable extractor.

• In addition, the opening of the vacuum orifice 

on the skid is smaller for the portable version

• The special skids and supporting jets are 

designed to optimize water recovery with a 

portable extractor and reduce drying times.

Truckmount

Head
Portable 

Head



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 

Now the RX20 NEXTGEN is available in 

a version that is optimized for use with  

high performance portable extractors -

Part # 700-041-334

• The RX20 NEXTGEN portable version works 

best with portable extractors producing 400psi 

or more in solution pressure



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 
The RX20 is not just a carpet extraction tool…

An often overlooked gem for water extraction during 

water damage restoration

• An independent water extraction test by a leading trade association 

demonstrated that heavier rotary extraction wands like the RX20 

NextGen did a better job at extracting water from glue down carpets 

than many wands specifically designed for water extraction only

• n fact, even on residential style carpet the RX20 outperformed many so 

called dedicated extraction wands at water recovery from a flooded 

carpet. 

• Multiple passes of head across the carpet ensures a higher level of water 

extraction and faster drying. 

• Finally, just like in cleaning, when using the RX20 NextGen for water 

extraction, it reduces fatigue, and keeps up maximum extraction even 

when the restoration technician is worn out.



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 

The RX20 is not just a carpet extraction tool…

Low moisture carpet cleaning – bonnet or encapsulation

RX Pad and Bonnet Driver - This attachment allows the RX to 

quickly convert to drive carpet cleaning bonnet pads 

Part No. 190-041-024



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 
The RX20 is not just a carpet extraction tool…
Hard surface floor deep cleaning, stripping, or scrubbing – luxury 

vinyl tile, ceramic or porcelain tile, natural stone, and finished 

concrete

RX Hard Floor Attachment - LD

Suitable for Light Duty (LD) scrubbing of vinyl, terrazzo, slate and 

marble surfaces. The brush on this attachment replaces red pads. 

Part No. 190-041-024

RX Hard Floor Attachment – MD Suitable for Medium Duty (MD) 

to aggressive scrubbing and stripping of resilient floors, terrazzo, 

quarry tile and concrete floors. The brush on this attachment 

replaces brown and black pads and will outlast them more than 

100 to 1. 

Part No. 190-041-025

RX Hard Floor Attachment – HD Designed for Heavy Duty (HD) to 

most aggressive stripping and scrubbing of resilient floors, 

terrazzo, quarry tile and concrete floors. The brush on this 

attachment replaces high productivity pads. 

Part No. 190-041-025



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 

But don’t just take our word for it. Listen to what 

the legion of RX20 owners and fans have to say:
I have used the RX20 for as long as I could remember. 
When I was 3-6 years old my dad would have me sit on 
the motor for extra weight, we ended up burning up a 
motor. I use it on 90% of my jobs commercial and 
residential.
VS Restoration Carpet Cleaning

I’ve used a RX20 for 10 years on every single job and 
love it. 
Jeff Galley



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 

But don’t just take our word for it. Listen to what 

the legion of RX20 owners and fans have to say:

I have been using one [RX20] since I was a kid helping 
my dad, we use them on probably 99.9% of our jobs , it 
has also become one of our main marketing tools, 
seeing that hardly no one else in our area uses a rotary 
of any kind! The funny thing is that I have met other so 
called professionals in our area (with 25 years plus 
experience , so says their ads) who have never seen such 
a thing! We’ve been using them for 15 plus years 
definitely our best investment! 
Marty J



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 

But don’t just take our word for it. Listen to what 

the legion of RX20 owners and fans have to say:

Especially in this current market the RX20 sets a 
standard that not all service providers can match. Those 
who are not the top of the food chain will be eliminated. 
My RX20 allows me out perform other competitors. 
Anthony Wynkoop

The RX20 does a great job cleaning carpet. ... I have a lot 
of customers that think the only thing that can get their 
carpet clean is the RX20.
Alpine Professional Carpet Care



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 

But don’t just take our word for it. Listen to what 

the legion of RX20 owners and fans have to say:

Heavily soiled carpets are really where the RX-20 shines. 
As far as I'm concerned the RX20 really comes in handy 
as far as making a pretty hard job a lot easier.
Extremeclean

We use the RX20 on everything. It will set you apart 
from your competition for sure! 
All American Carpet Cleaning, Branson MO

I've had 5 Rx's different models ... The RX is almost 
bulletproof.
Paul Brown



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 

But don’t just take our word for it. Listen to what 

the legion of RX20 owners and fans have to say:

The RX20 has a track record of I believe more than 15 or 
20 years doing great for commercial applications. 
CE Carpet Care, Torrance, CA

The RX20 is an awesome machine I plan to buy down 
the road. I used one frequently at my old job and loved 
it. 
Todd’s Carpet and Tile, Las Vegas, NV

I use my RX20 on everything I love it
Spectrum Floor Cleaning



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 

We asked professional cleaners and restorers 

what kind of jobs they would never try to do 

without their RX20?

I just did a 20,000 square foot building in Washington 
DC, 10 floors with the Titan and the RX20. Of course the 
customer was amazed.
Ryan G.

The RX20 is an awesome tool for making carpet very 
clean….Love it!
Brian H.

EVERY SINGLE CUT PILE CARPET I HAVE EVER DONE! 
Love that machine!
Joseph R.



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 

We asked professional cleaners and restorers 

what kind of jobs they would never try to do 

without their RX-20?

All of them!
Jeff G.

Three story court house in Tupelo, Mississippi – Elvis’s 
birth place. Used my Boxxer and my RX20 and did an 
unbelievable job. I love my machine and my RX20.
Stephen H.

Long hallways in a retirement center. Well truthfully, all 
our jobs!
Ed H.



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 
We asked professional cleaners and restorers 

what kind of jobs they would never try to do 

without their RX-20?

I clean some nasty, trashed apartment carpets. Without 
my RX20 I would be screwed!
Mark V.

The RX20 is the best!
Gustavo B.

Too many to count or name. Best was a pub and a 
brewery.
Matt H.

Every job!
Shawn M.



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 
We asked professional cleaners and restorers 

what kind of jobs they would never try to do 

without their RX20?

The RX20 is a lifesaver. There is no way I would clean 
commercial carpet or large jobs without it. Great piece 
of equipment!
John B.

Every job I do!
Matt H.

Every job, every day!
Randy G.

Large carpeted gymnasium.
Larry H



RX20 NEXTGEN Rotary Jet Extraction® Cleaning Wand 

We asked professional cleaners and restorers 

what kind of jobs they would never try to do 

without their RX20?

Nightclubs and bars. It just cuts through the crud!
Allan S.

Hospital in Baltimore, Maryland.
John B.



Truckmount Accessories – Freshwater Tanks
A well designed freshwater storage tank:

• Increases available floor space in the van

• Reduces set-up and tear-down time at the job site 

• Delivers freshwater to your truckmount consistently and 

effectively



Truckmount Accessories – Freshwater Tanks



HYDRATANK 110G FRESHWATER TANK
Get the most room from your van 

with the HYDRATANK 110G 

Freshwater Tank. This tank can be 

mounted over the wheel-well or 

installed vertically. The durable ultra-

thick wall  polyethylene construction 

safely and conveniently keeps you 

equipped to clean turn-key.

The kit includes:

• freshwater tank with float valve

• mounting hardware

• chemical storage tray



HYDRATANK 110G FRESHWATER TANK



70 Gallon Submount (Underbelly) FWT
The HydraMaster 70 Gallon Sub-Mount RMT 

Freshwater Tank has some specific features 

you should consider:

• Manufactured of rotationally molded from 

durable polyethylene

• Actual capacity of 70 gallons

• Space-saving sub-mount design frees up space in 

your van

• Unlike over-wheel freshwater tanks, weight is 

evenly distributed, preventing premature wear on 

tires, shocks, and struts



70 Gallon Submount (Underbelly) FWT
The HydraMaster 70 Gallon Sub-Mount RMT 

Freshwater Tank has some specific features 

you should consider:

• Manufactured of rotationally molded from 

durable polyethylene

• Actual capacity of 70 gallons

• Space-saving sub-mount design frees up space in 

your van

• Unlike over-wheel freshwater tanks, weight is 

evenly distributed, preventing premature wear on 

tires, shocks, and struts



70 Gallon Submount (Underbelly) FWT

The HydraMaster 70 Gallon Sub-Mount RMT 

Freshwater Tank has some specific features you 

should consider:

• Standard Flojet® bladder in-line pump reduces 

pulsing, and reduces cycling of diaphragm pump

• Translucent material allows for easy determination of 

whether the tank is full and fill-up is controlled by 1” 

overflow hose on the back of the tank

• Access port at the back of the tank allows for easy 

clean-out and inspection

• Can be configured for a Boxxer 318, Boxxer 318HP, 

Boxxer 323HP, Boxxer 421,  and Boxxer 423S, TITAN 

325, & TITAN 425



85 Gallon SubMount Freshwater Tank
Dual purpose: Can be mounted under your truckmount OR 

under your HydraMaster hose reel combination



85 Gallon SubMount Freshwater Tank
Dual purpose: Can be mounted under your truckmount OR 

under your HydraMaster hose reel combination



HYDRA-CRADLE Freshwater Tank/Hose Reel Combination



HYDRA-CRADLE Freshwater Tank/Hose Reel Combination

Maximize space in your van, improve your 

productivity, store and easily retrieve your hose, and 

have freshwater available at all times. 
• With 125 gallons of freshwater instantly available, every job will 

be hassle-free. The durable, roto-molded rust resistant hose reels 

hold 200-250’ of vacuum and solution (pressure) hose* with 

options to customize and expand your capacity. 

• The electric vacuum hose reel provides for powered retraction 

(via a convenient footswitch) to reduce fatigue and time spent 

“tearing” down on the job site. The frame is constructed of high 

quality powder coated steel , stainless steel, and aluminum to 

reduce rust and corrosion. 

• The Inlet water pump has up to 4.5 gpm capacity to continuously 

feed to the solution pump on your truckmount. 

• Finally, the HydraCradle is also equipped with a convenient 

mounting station for your in-line injection sprayer.



HYDRA-CRADLE Freshwater Tank/Hose Reel Combination

Maximize space in your van, improve your productivity, store 

and easily retrieve your hose, and have freshwater available 

at all times. 

• The New Series HydraCradle has eliminated the live hook-up for your 

vacuum hose reel.  The reel will now have a bearing on both sides that are 

held in place by two stainless steel collars. This enhancement allows for less 

tension on the axle allows for the end user to pull hose off easier

• Lower amperage draw on the motor

• Lowers torque on the belt and pulleys

• Reduces maintenance on the axle

• No loss of vacuum flow and cfm due to the air having to “travel” 

through 200-250’ of rolled up vacuum hose

• Another enhancement in the new series of the HydraCradle is the use of 

aluminum and stainless steel components and parts designed to reduce 

corrosion. 

• Finally, the new  series HydraCradle will have a next generation upgraded 

solution reel swivel



HYDRA-CRADLE Freshwater Tank/Hose Reel Combination



Heavy Duty Hose Reels

Heavy duty industrial strength powder coated steel 

provides durability not available with standard hose reels



Results Based Cleaning, Extraction, and Drying: Restorative, Deep Cleaning



Results Based Cleaning, Extraction, and Drying: Restorative, Deep Cleaning



Mobile and Maneuverable
The PEX 500 is designed with the end user’s needs in 

mind. Features like:

• The upright, dolly design with roller wheels allow for 

easy loading, unloading and stair climbing. 

• The “Easy Transport” features of the PEX also crown it 

as the king of mobility. A special wand caddy is 

molded into the design of the machine. A retractable 

hose wrap holds your vacuum and solution hose. Cord 

wraps hold your electrical cords. 

• Its ergonomic handles, even weight distribution, and 

compact size makes it maneuverable in tight spaces. It 

is the easiest high performance extractor in the world 

to move through a facility, reducing the chance of 

operator injury. 

• All of these features combine to make the PEX easier 

to use for one person.



Power, Performance, and Ideal for Noise Sensitive 

Environments
For performance, the PEX 500 has all the power and 

versatility you expect from a HydraMaster extractor to 

have and more! 

• Dual 3-stage vacuums and on-demand 212°F heat 

from the industry leading 2000W heater provide 

unmatched cleaning power.  

• 50-500PSI adjustable solution cleaning pressure

• The PEX is the perfect machine to pair with the RX20 

NEXTGEN Rotary jet Extractor for restorative cleaning 

at higher cleaning rates.  

• The smart dual circuit indicator light lets you know 

you are ready to clean without blowing any breakers. 

• The PEX 500 is an incredibly quiet machine – ideal for 

noise sensitive environments! 



Easy to Use, Easy to Maintain
• Simple, intuitive controls require less training for the operator. 

• The easy to access solution fill port is below knee level for easier 

filling. 

• The sloped recovery tank allows for simpler wastewater 

emptying and easier tank clean-out. The innovative waste tank 

design also reduces foaming, speeds up cleaning and maximizes 

vacuum recovery. 

• There are two heat settings for easy operation:  High for carpet 

and Low for upholstery cleaning. 

• The innovative solution pressure relief valve on the back of the 

machine allows for quick changing from one tool to another 

and speeds you up when shutting down.

• For maintenance, it doesn’t get any easier than the PEX “clam-

shell” design. Simply remove four screws and open the hinged 

tanks for full access to all internal components on the machine. 

• environments! 



Elegant Simplicity with One Configuration
The PEX 500 has been designed to provide you with 

ultimate cleaning performance. It comes only in one 

configuration so you don’t have to worry about what 

capacity solution pump, or what type of vacuum motor 

to use. We did your homework for you to bring you 

the highest rated heated extractor performance in its 

class, maximized for restorative, deep cleaning and 

extraction in all applications.



Verified and Certified
But you don’t just have to take our word for it, let the 

proven performance of the CRI Seal of Approval Gold 

certification speak for the power of the PEX! This 

certification also makes the machine verified for use in 

LEED Certified facilities.







For more information, and where to buy, visit: 

https://hydramaster.com/product/pex500/

Results Based Cleaning, Extraction, and Drying: Restorative, Deep Cleaning







Cleans treads and moving walkways 

effortlessly
For over 25 years, TreadMaster has been the 

leading escalator and moving walkway cleaner 

worldwide. This self-contained, compact unit 

cleans and polishes unsightly stair treads.



Unique, hands-off system

• Cleans and polishes in one continuous motion

– First the brush cleans inside the tread step

– Then the pad polishes the tread step

• Powerful vacuum collects all residue

• Brings back the original luster

• Cleans escalators and moving walkways effortlessly without 

needing staff supervision

• Uses 98% less labor than conventional methods 

• Brush sizes available to fit 23”, 24”, 32” and 40” width escalators 

(most are 40”)



TreadMaster cleaning is efficient
The ease of set-up and take-down makes cleaning 

escalator treads and moving walkways a “hands-off” 

job. TreadMaster frees up personnel to perform other 

tasks while the TreadMaster is at work. The built-in 

vacuum system, easily replaceable heavy duty 

polishing pad and nylon-grit brush ensures complete 

and thorough cleaning 



TreadMaster cleaning is safe
One-stop, automatic cleaning eliminates risky, manual 

cleaning procedures. TreadMaster removes unsafe 

substances from stair tread surfaces, reducing the risk 

of liability hazards for customers and employees.

TreadMaster also comes with a handy clip-on

“ESCALATOR CLEANING IN PROGRESS” sign to deter

escalator passengers. 



A simple three-step process

1. Simply position the TreadMaster at the 

bottom of the escalator

2. Lower the cleaning head into position

3. Activate the escalator. 

Without any repositioning during any part of 

the cleaning process, TreadMaster cleans the 

tread width completely and thoroughly. Most 

escalators respond best to multiple hours of 

cleaning with the TreadMaster.

The TreadMaster does not clean the platform, 

risers (although a manual brush for the risers is 

included with your TreadMaster), and hand rails







Escalator Tread Spot Cleaner

• Escalator Tread Spot Cleaner is an excellent product to use in 

conjunction with the TreadMaster. This fast acting spot cleaner is 

designed specially for use on aluminum escalator steps. 

• It helps to remove oily and sticky spots and spills and gum that the 

brushes of the TreadMaster could not. You simply spray it on the 

spots and spills while the TreadMaster is working for best and fastest 

results. It can also be used in between TreadMaster cleanings for 

spot and spill treatment

• Escalator  Tread Spot Cleaner is non-flammable and non-conductive 

so it can be used while motor and equipment are operating. 

Part Number: 000-031-105 

(12 - 20 ounce cans per case)



For more information, and where to buy, visit:
https://hydramaster.com/product/treadmaster/



Choosing the right cleaning solution 
can make YOU the hero.

Results Based Cleaning, Extraction, and Drying: Restorative, Deep Cleaning



Digital 2019 – 2020 Catalog

Unique Selling Points

Smartphone/Tablet 

Procedures App



Interactive Cleaning Procedures Guide

Product Information Sheets



Competitive Comparison “Like 

Product” Chart

Safety Data Sheets

Laminated Wallet

Mixing Guide/Fiber ID-Burn 

Chart



Print Ad

Facebook Ads



Mixing and Dilutions Charts Application Guides

Website Procedures Guide



Seasonal Spotting Guides



Showroom Banners



Chemical Ads



MAXXTREME Prespray
MAXXTREME Prespray is THE FIRST CHOICE for LAST RESORT 

Cleaning for synthetic carpet and ceramic or porcelain tile.

It isn’t just for restorative cleaning, it’s for resurrection cleaning.

You know the jobs I am talking about:

• People who could easily star on the television show hoarders

• The guys and gals who rebuild their motorcycle engines… in 

their living room, because it is too cold outside.

• That restaurant that has apparently never heard of using a 

degreaser in their kitchen.

• Folks who don’t take very good care of their floors and expect 

you to perform a miracle



MAXXTREME Prespray
MAXXTREME Prespray is THE FIRST CHOICE for LAST RESORT Cleaning 

for synthetic carpet and ceramic or porcelain tile.

Why a powder?

• More cleaning power packed inside

• You aren’t paying to ship water

• Mixed according to directions, MAXXTREME will cost you only around 

70 cents per mixed gallon

The carpet manufacturers and interior designers have not done us any 

favors by moving so many people into polyester, olefin, or triexta carpets 

that don’t clean up as well as nylon. But you have to work as fast as you 

always have in cleaning. MAXXTREME will help you still get that night 

and day difference in cleaning your customers have come to expect.



MAXXTREME Prespray
MAXXTREME Prespray is THE FIRST CHOICE for LAST RESORT Cleaning 

for synthetic carpet and ceramic or porcelain tile.

It has a ready to use pH of 11.5-12, comes packed in a case of 4 four –

6.5# jars, and is available from your local HydraMaster distributor. You 

might even be able to pick up a free sample at an upcoming event to try 

it out!

The part # is 950-148-B and we will be taking orders AND shipping at the 

distributor conference.

Contractor price is $145.50 per case.

































































































2020 Sales and Product Training

Thank you for the opportunity!


